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Abbreviations 
Abbreviation  Description 

%COHb   Carboxyhemoglobin 
%Ret   Reticulocyte fraction  
650-kcal TT   650-kcal Time Trial 
ABT   Autologous Blood Transfusion 
AE1   Anion-Exchange transporter 1 
BV   Blood Volume 
CaO2   Arterial O2 content 
CvO2   Venous O2 content 
DO2   O2 Diffusion capacity 
eEPO   Endogenous erythropoietin 
EPO   Erythropoietin 
Hb, [Hb]   Hemoglobin, Hemoglobin concentration 
Hbmass   Hemoglobin mass 
HCO3

-   Bicarbonate 
Hct   Hematocrit 
MCT1   La-H+ co-transporter 1 
MD   Minimal Difference to be considered real 
MP   Mean Power 
MSE   Mean Square Error 
PLA   Placebo 
PV   Plasma Volume 
Q   Cardiac output 
Qleg   Leg blood flow 
Qmax   Maximal cardiac output 
RBCs   Red Blood Cells 
RCV   Red Cell Volume 
rhEPO   Recombinant human erythropoietin 
RWAnT   Repeated Wingate Anaerobic Test 
SAG-M   Saline, Adenine, Glucose-Mannitol 
SEM   Standard Error of Measurement 
SV   Stroke Volume 
VO2   Oxygen consumption 
VO2max   Maximal oxygen consumption, maximal aerobic power 
VO2peak   Peak oxygen consumption 
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Abstract 

Background: Autologous blood transfusion (ABT) is prohibited by the World Anti-Doping 

Agency (WADA) due to its ability to enhance endurance performance. However, the effect of a 

micro-ABT on endurance performance and the impact of a conventional ABT on repeated sprint 

performance have never been examined. 

Hypotheses: In well-trained, male endurance athletes a micro-ABT (225 mL) increases mean 

power (MP) and reduces elapsed time in a 650-kcal time trial (650-kcal TT), and a conventional 

ABT (675 mL) increases sprint-MP and MP in total for a 4 x 30-s all-out cycle test (RWAnT). 

Methods: In Part A, the reliability of the 650-kcal TT and RWAnT was tested in a random 

population, and results used to calculate the Minimal Difference to be considered real (MD) for 

evaluation of clinical significance in addition to statistical significance in Part B. In Part B, 6 well-

trained male athletes underwent a placebo and ABT intervention in a randomized counterbalanced 

double-blind crossover design, separated by ≥ 3 months. 900 mL of whole blood was drawn, and 

red blood cells (RBCs) stored (1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M) at 4°C for 4 wk. Participants received 

675 mL of the withdrawn blood in two transfusions (225 mL and 450 mL) separated by 24 h. 

VO2peak was determined through a graded exercise test to exhaustion, and hematological parameters 

by blood analysis (e.g. [Hb], Hct, %Ret) and optimized CO-rebreathing (Hbmass). Changes in 

outcomes were evaluated from pre- to post-ABT. 

Results: The major findings were: (1) improved 650-kcal TT performance 2 h following micro-

ABT (MP 5.1%, elapsed time -4.9%), and (2) progressively enlargement of ∆ MP for the ABT 

group with increasing sprint number, and an interaction between “Intervention” and “Sprint 

number” (p = 0.031). 

Conclusion: Within the limitations of this investigation, it appears that a 225 mL micro-ABT 

enhances 650-kcal TT performance, and that a 675 mL ABT improves 4 x 30-s all-out cycling test 

performance, at least in well-trained, male endurance athletes. The study call for further research 

towards the effect of micro- and conventional ABTs on endurance and repeated sprint performance, 

and highlights the importance of a high level of measurement standardization. The results provide 

new insight into the performance enhancing effects of ABT, and will potentially help anti-doping 

authorities in planning intelligent testing. 
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Resumé 

Baggrund: Autologe blodtransfusioner (ABT) er forbudt af World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 

pga. metodens præstationsfremmende effekt. Imidlertid er effekten af en mikro-ABT på 

udholdenhedspræstation, samt effekten af en konventionel ABT (675 mL) på gentagen 

sprintpræstation aldrig blevet undersøgt.  

Hypoteser: En mikro-ABT (225 mL) medfører forøget gennemsnitspower (MP) og reduceret 

tidsforbrug på en 650-kcal tidskørsel (650-kcal TT), og en konventionel ABT (675 mL) forbedrer 

sprint-MP og total MP for en 4 x 30-s all-out-cykeltest, i veltrænede, mandlige udholdenhedsatleter.   

Metode: I Del A blev reliabiliteten af 650-kcal TT og RWAnT testet i en tilfældig population, og 

resultaterne brugt til at beregne ”Minimal Difference to be considered real” (MD) til evaluering 

med klinisk signifikans, i tillæg til statistisk signifikans, i Del B. I Del B gennemgik 6 veltrænede 

mandlige atleter en placebo og ABT intervention i et randomiseret, balanceret, dobbeltblindet 

overkrydsningsdesign med ≥ 3 mdr. mellemrum. 900 mL blod blev tappet, og de røde blodceller 

(RBCs) opbevaret (1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M) ved 4°C i 4 uger. Forsøgspersonerne modtog 675 

mL af det tappede blod gennem to transfusioner (225 mL og 450 mL) med 24 t mellemrum. VO2peak 

blev bestemt ved brug af en trappetest til udmattelse, og blodparametre ved blodanalyse (e.g. [Hb], 

Hct, %Ret) og optimeret CO-genånding (Hbmass). Ændringer i præstation og målte variable blev 

evalueret fra pre- til post-ABT. 

Resultater: Hovedfundene var: (1) forbedret 650-kcal TT-præstation 2 t efter mikro-ABT (MP 5.1 

%, tidsforbrug -4.9%), og (2) progressiv forøgelse i ∆ MP for ABT-gruppen med øget 

sprintnummer, og interaktion mellem ’Intervention’ og ’Sprintnummer’ (p = 0.031). 

Konklusion: Studiets begrænsninger taget i betragtning, fremgår det, at en 225 mL mikro-ABT 

forbedrer 650-kcal TT-præstationen, og at en 675 mL ABT forbedrer 4 x 30-s all out-

sprintpræstationen, hos veltrænede, mandlige udholdenhedsatleter. Nærværende studie fordrer 

yderligere undersøgelse af effekten af mikro- og konventionel ABT på udholdenhedspræstation og 

gentagen sprintpræstation, og understreger betydningen af høj målestandardisering. Resultaterne 

giver ny indsigt i de præstationsfremmende effekter af ABT, og vil potentielt hjælpe antidoping-

myndigheder i planlægningen af målrettet testning. 
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 1. Introduction 

Citius, Altius, Fortis - Faster, Higher, Stronger: the Olympic motto has always been of interest to 

humans, and some athletes are willing to do whatever it takes, legal or not, to gain a competitive 

edge and to fulfill this mantra. For some an end justifies any means, and subsequently doping in 

sport is a threat to the integrity of competition and the core principles of true sport (International 

Olympic Committee, 2015).  

Doping in sports is defined as the conscious or inadvertent use, or attempted use, by an athlete of a 

substance or method on the World Anti Doping Agency’s (WADA) Prohibited List (World Anti-

Doping Agency, 2016), as well as possession, trafficking or attempted trafficking, and 

administration of any prohibited substance or method (World Anti-Doping Agency, 2015). This 

includes homologous/allogeneic and autologous blood transfusion (ABT) (World Anti-Doping 

Agency, 2016), consisting of a phlebotomy and storage of the blood, followed by an intravenous 

transfusion of blood or blood-based products from a type-matched donor (homologous) or the 

receiver (autologous), respectively, prior to a competition (Ashenden, 2002). Following many 

instances of recognized blood transfusions in endurance sports in the 70’s and the 80’s, homologous 

and autologous blood transfusion were made illegal by the International Olympic Committee after 

the Olympic Games in Los Angeles in 1984, due to the methods’ abilities to increase the athletes’ 

performance (Mørkeberg, 2012). However, as new tests to detect doping substances and -methods 

are developed, but a direct and reliable method to detect ABT is lacking, blood transfusion is still 

being abused as an ergogenic aid (Damsgaard, Munch, Mørkeberg, Mortensen, & González-Alonso, 

2006). This is evident by several athletes’ confessions (Cunningham, 2013; Cycling News, 2013; 

State of Montana, 2012), as well as by incidents of antidoping operations discovering blood 

transfusion equipment at the quarters of athletes and/or their support apparatus (Cary, 2016; Leigh-

Smith, 2004). 

 

1.1 The Effect of Blood Transfusion on Human Performance 

As early as in 1945 and 1947 Pace and coworkers were the first to demonstrate a possible 

performance enhancing effect of blood transfusion in men, implied by reduced submaximal heart 

rate at a given workload in hypoxia following the transfusion of 2 L of homologous, packed red 

blood cells (RBCs) in saline (Pace, Consolazio, & Lozner, 1945; Pace & Lozner, 1947). Following 
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this early work, ABT has been shown to increase maximal aerobic power (maximal oxygen (O2) 

consumption, VO2max) (Buick, Gledhill, Froese, Spriet, & Meyers, 1980; Celsing, Svedenhag, 

Pihlstedt, & Ekblom, 1987; Ekblom & Berglund, 1991; Ekblom, Goldbarg, & Gullbring, 1972; 

Ekblom, Wilson, & Åstrand, 1976; Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984; Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987; Spriet, 

Gledhill, Froese, & Wilkes, 1986; Thomson, Stone, Ginsburg, & Hamilton, 1983; Turner et al., 

1993) and endurance performance, the latter evident by increased maintained power output (Turner 

et al., 1993) or time to failure  (Buick et al., 1980; Ekblom & Berglund, 1991; Ekblom et al., 1972; 

Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984; Kots, Shcherba, Kolker, Gorodetskii, & Sin, 1976) or decreased race 

time (Berglund & Hemmingsson, 1987; Brien & Simon, 1987; Williams, Wesseldine, Somma, & 

Schuster, 1981) in both treadmill running (Buick et al., 1980; Ekblom et al., 1972; Williams et al., 

1981) and cycle ergometer tests (Ekblom & Berglund, 1991; Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984; Kots et al., 

1976; Turner et al., 1993), as well as in-field running (Brien & Simon, 1987) and cross-country 

skiing (Berglund & Hemmingsson, 1987).  

 

In a classic study from 1972, Ekblom and colleagues reported an overnight increase in VO2max (9%) 

and time to exhaustion (23%) in three moderately trained to well-trained males, concomitant with a 

13% increase in hemoglobin concentration ([Hb]), after the transfusion of refrigerated, packed 

RBCs from a 800 mL phlebotomy conducted four weeks earlier (Ekblom et al., 1972). Two 

limitations of this early study, however, were a small sample size (n = 3) and the lack of a control 

group; hence caution should be taken when interpreting the results. Adding a control/placebo group 

(i.e. placebo-controlled design) and/or keeping the subjects and investigators unaware of the 

subjects’ treatment allocations (i.e. double-blind design) are two ways to increase the quality of an 

intervention study. When applying a double-blind placebo controlled design, with (Brien & Simon, 

1987; Williams et al., 1981) or without (Buick et al., 1980; Williams, Goodwin, Perkins, & Bocrie, 

1973; Williams, Lindhjem, & Schuster, 1978) crossover, corresponding findings to those of Ekblom 

and colleagues (Ekblom et al., 1972) have been reported in men after transfusion of freeze-

preserved RBCs from a ~900 mL venesection 7-11 weeks earlier (Brien & Simon, 1987; Buick et 

al., 1980; Williams et al., 1981), but not after the ABT of a 460 mL solution of 200 mL RBCs in 

saline (Williams et al., 1978) or 500 mL refrigerated whole blood (Williams et al., 1973) stored for 

three weeks. These divergent results might be due to confounding methodological problems such as 

for example blood storage technique and inadequate time between blood withdrawal and transfusion 

(Williams et al., 1981), but might as well be explained by detection limits being too high to measure 

possible changes. Hence, when taking some studies’ limitations into account the weight of evidence 

suggests that there is an endurance performance gain associated to ABT, but that a high level of 
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standardization and reliability is of great importance if the possible changes in performance are to 

be measured. This potentially ergogenic effect of ABT may have implications for endurance sports, 

especially among elite athletes where the margin of difference between competitors usually is very 

small.  

 

1.2 Physiological Mechanisms Associated with the Ergogenic Effect of Autologous 
Blood Transfusions 

Ergogenic aids are substances or treatments which directly or indirectly tend to improve 

physiological parameters associated with exercise performance (Williams et al., 1973). In 

endurance sports, physical performance depends on a large diversity of factors such as 

physiological capacities, mechanical efficiency, race tactics, recovery and training strategies, as 

well as environmental, psychological and motivational factors. The psychological effect, such as a 

placebo effect, of intervention studies can not be neglected (Benedetti, Lanotte, Lopiano, & 

Colloca, 2007). The latter is, however, beyond the scope of this paper. Considering the 

physiological factors, particularly VO2max, the ability to exercise at a high fraction of VO2max (also 

called the performance VO2), the anaerobic capacity and the mechanical efficiency are of high 

importance (Bassett & Howley, 2000; Joyner & Coyle, 2008). In cycling, an endurance sport in 

which many incidents of blood doping have been confirmed (Cutler, 2014), controversy exits 

regarding the contribution of cycling efficiency to enhanced performance, as it has been reported to 

be both similar (Moseley, Achten, Martin, & Jeukendrup, 2004) and different (Hopker, Coleman, & 

Wiles, 2007) between recreational cyclists and elite cyclists at a given absolute intensity (Hopker et 

al., 2007; Moseley et al., 2004) and relative exercise intensities (Hopker et al., 2007). However, 

following the transfusion of autologous blood, VO2 was unchanged during standard submaximal 

running (Ekblom et al., 1972) and cycling in moderately trained males (Ekblom & Berglund, 1991), 

as well as during standard submaximal running in athletes (Spriet et al., 1986), suggesting no 

meaningful change in mechanical efficiency after ABT. Hence, the physiological mechanisms 

associated with the ergogenic effect of ABT in cyclists is likely primarily related to one or more of 

the above-mentioned factors; i.e. VO2max, performance VO2 and/or anaerobic capacity. 

 

1.2.1 Autologous Blood Transfusion 

The first step of the ABT process involves the removal of a certain volume of blood (i.e. 

traditionally ≥ 450 mL), which induces a shift of interstitial fluid into the vascular space (Williams 
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et al., 1978) and a decrease in both the mass (Hbmass) and concentration of the O2-binding protein 

hemoglobin (Hb) to abnormally low levels (e.g. Ekblom et al., 1972). The consequence is a reduced 

O2-transport capacity of the blood. This activates hypoxia-inducible transcription factors (HIFs), 

predominantly HIF-2, which accelerates the endogenous production of the glycoprotein hormone 

erythropoietin (eEPO), mainly in the kidneys, a hormone that mediates the regulation of 

reticulocyte formation, immature erythrocytes, via binding to membrane receptors on the 

hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow (Jelkmann, 2011). Due to the reticulocytes’ maturing 

process within the bone marrow, it takes about 3-4 days before reticulocytes become apparent in the 

blood (Jelkmann, 2011), where they circulate for 1-2 days before becoming mature RBCs. The 

endogenous erythropoietin response is more substantial when large phlebotomies (1350 - 2250 mL 

of blood in total, of which up to 900 mL per week) are performed (Goodnough et al., 1989, 1994; 

Weisbach et al., 1999), compared with phlebotomies of a more normal volume (i.e. 1350 mL in 

total, in steps of 450 mL per week) (Kasper et al., 1998; Kasper, Gerlich, & Buzello, 1997), at least 

when preoperative collection of autologous blood is conducted in patients. This might also be the 

case when phlebotomies for blood doping are performed in athletes. Having this in mind, large 

phlebotomies might seem preferable for athletes wanting to illegally boost endurance performance. 

A consequence, however, is that the time needed to regain normocythemia is likely to be prolonged 

the larger the volume of blood removed. The result might be an extended anemic period with 

reduced aerobic power and performance (Ekblom et al., 1972), and, if the transfusion is performed 

too early, failure to achieve a substantial increase in [Hb] (Buick et al., 1980; Gledhill, Buick, 

Froese, Spriet, & Meyers, 1978). Insufficient storage time might also be an issue due to the chosen 

storage technique, as refrigeration (+4˚C), which is the conventional storage technique, is associated 

with a wide range of biochemical and morphological changes to the RBCs known as “storage 

lesions” (e.g. Luten et al., 2008), and thus permits a shelf life of only around four weeks, dependent 

on the storage solution. The use of the glycerol freezing technique (-80˚C), on the contrary, 

maximizes the recovery of the RBCs and allows storage for up to 10 years with minimal erythrocyte 

loss (Valeri et al., 2000). However, the latter alternative, with freezing and thawing, is time 

consuming and complex, and dependent on specialized equipment and personnel (Ashenden, 2002), 

hence its complexity might increase the risk of being caught in the act, compared with the simpler 

storage at 4˚C. Refrigeration of blood is therefore believed to be the most widespread method used 

by ABT dopers.  

 

Nonetheless, given that the time between venesection and transfusion (Williams et al., 1981), as 

well as the iron stores (Koury & Ponka, 2004) are sufficient to reestablish more or less the 
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individual’s control erythrocyte mass, and that the reinfused RBCs survive in the circulation (Luten 

et al., 2008), the transfusion of the athletes’ stored blood, which often is done prior to a 

competition, can result in a polycythemic state, in other words an increased RBC-mass, and with it 

enlarged Hbmass and  [Hb], compared with control (e.g. Ekblom et al., 1972; Williams et al., 1981). 

Accordingly, ABT has the potential to improve the O2 carrying capacity of the blood, which often is 

regarded as the main physiological mechanism associated to the improved performance following 

ABT (Jones & Tunstall Pedoe, 1989; Thomson et al., 1983). However, ABT might as well result in 

a hypervolemic state (Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984) and increased blood buffer capacity (Böning, 

Maassen, Thomas, & Steinacker, 2001; Juel, Lundby, Sander, Calbet, & van Hall, 2003); two 

mechanisms that might contribute to the ergogenic effect of ABT. Details concerning these 

potential physiological mechanisms responsible for the possible ABT induced performance 

enhancement will be provided in the following sections. 

 

1.2.2 Oxygen Delivery 

VO2max sets the upper limit for aerobic power production, and is dependent on the maximal O2 

supply of the blood from the environment to the mitochondria and the maximal O2 consumption of 

the tissue, i.e. the working muscles (Bassett & Howley, 2000; Åstrand & Saltin, 1961). According 

to Fick’s equation, VO2max can be expressed as: VO2max = Qmax x (CaO2-CvO2)max, where Qmax is the 

maximal cardiac output, the maximal product of heart rate (HR) and stroke volume (SV), and 

(CaO2-CvO2)max is the maximal systemic difference in arterial (CaO2) and mixed venous (CvO2) O2 

content (Rowell, 1974). When maximal exercise with a large muscle mass (> 15 kg) is performed in 

normoxia, the O2 delivery is the main limiting factor for VO2max in both endurance-trained and 

untrained to normal physical active individuals. This is illustrated by increased whole body VO2max 

but reduced mass-specific VO2max from one-legged knee extensor exercise (~2 kg muscle mass) to 

two-legged knee extensor exercise (~5 kg) and bicycling (~20 kg) (e.g. Rud & Hallén, 2009), 

suggesting a muscular metabolic reserve capacity during whole body exercise. Accordingly, 

peripheral factors such as tissue O2 delivery and mitochondrial O2 utilization is calculated to 

account for around 30% of the limitations to VO2max (e.g. Turner et al., 1993). Likewise, when 

comparing studies on the training-induced increase in VO2max, data indicates that only 20-25% of it 

is due to peripheral adaptations such as increased capillarization and oxidative enzymatic activity, 

i.e. increased O2 extraction (Rud, Foss, Krustrup, Secher, & Hallén, 2012). Hence, increasing the 

circulatory system’s capacity to deliver O2 to the working muscles has the greatest potential to 

increase an individual’s maximal aerobic power and thereby endurance performance. 
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The O2 delivery at the whole-body level can be expressed as Q x CaO2, accordingly, the possible 

mechanisms by which it can be increased by ABT are through increased Q and/or increased arterial 

O2 content.  In accordance with the Frank Starling mechanism, an increase in blood volume (BV) 

may, if HR is not reduced and afterload is not increased, result in an increased preload and thereby 

enlarged end diastolic volume (EDV), and subsequently a greater SV and Q (Levine, Lane, Buckey, 

Friedman, & Blomqvist, 1991). Furthermore, increased BV may alter the distribution of blood flow 

between tissues competing for O2 during exercise, and allow more blood to the working muscles. 

When involving the arms in an ongoing exhaustive leg exercise, leg blood flow (Qleg) may be 

reduced to allow some perfusion of the working muscles of the upper body (Secher, Clausen, 

Klausen, Noer, & Trap-Jensen, 1977). Hence, theoretically, if increasing BV such as by ABT, it 

might be that the blood flow to the exercising legs do not have to be reduced at intense exercise 

engaging a large muscle mass. However, the literature seems to lack empirical evidence discarding 

or supporting this theory.  

 

Acute manipulations of BV by the use of plasma expansions has been shown to increase the 

diastolic filling rate and VO2max in untrained individuals (Krip, Gledhill, Jamnik, & Warburton, 

1997)  but not in endurance trained already possessing a high BV and high preload (Warburton, 

Gledhill, Jamnik, Krip, & Card, 1999), suggesting that in endurance-trained athletes the increase in 

Q through plasma volume expansion does not compensate for the parallel reduction in [Hb]. Taken 

together, induced hypervolemia in endurance trained might only have an ergogenic effect if 

combined with increased Hbmass, such as by ABT-induced BV expansion. Nevertheless, an 

unchanged BV compared with control has been reported when measured at rest (Celsing et al., 

1987; Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987) and/or during exercise (Ekblom et al., 1976; Sawka, Dennis, et 

al., 1987) minimum 24 h post-transfusion of 800 to 2250 mL of refrigerated (Ekblom et al., 1976) 

or freeze-preserved autologous blood (Celsing et al., 1987; Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987). However, 

when calculated, with 2% error, from venous red cell volume (RCV), Hbmass and changes in [Hb] 

and hematocrit (Hct) after exercise minimum 1 h post-transfusion, significantly elevated BV has 

been observed in five moderately trained men, together with 7% and 24% increase in VO2max and 

performance, respectively (Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984). Failure to report changes in BV following 

the ABT of 800 to 2250 mL stored blood minimum 24 h post-transfusion, but not 1 h post-

transfusion, suggest that post-transfusion hypervolemia and the possible performance enhancing 

effects might be only transient, as the acute polycythemia is accompanied by a compensatory 

reduction in plasma volume (PV) (Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987). However, another possible 
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explanation might be some studies suffering from insufficient statistical power and/or measurement 

problems. The latter is supported by Sawka and colleagues (1987) who reported reduced RCV and 

PV from pre- to post-infusion of saline in the control group, suggesting that a possible BV 

increment in the ABT group might have been masked by systematically decreased post-transfusion 

measurements (Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987).  

 

Another way to increase the O2 delivery is by boosting the erythrocyte mass and thereby increasing 

CaO2, allowing the transport of more O2 per liter of blood and possibly increased O2 content in 

exchange vessels, thus making more O2 available for extraction by the working muscles. Hence, a 

calculated or measured elevation in CaO2 is a common observation in ABT studies reporting 

hematological variables (Spriet et al., 1986; Thomson et al., 1983; Turner et al., 1993).  ABT of 

freeze preserved RBCs harvested from a 900 mL venesection 8-12 weeks earlier caused a 

significant correlation (0.64) between absolute increases in O2 delivery and VO2max, as well as 

matched increases in VO2max and performance, the latter measured as maximal maintained power 

output, in seven young, healthy lightly/moderately trained (VO2max 54 mL/min/kg), male subjects 

(Turner et al., 1993). In this study the (Q x CaO2)max was significantly elevated (6.2%) after ABT, 

predominantly attributed to a significantly elevated [Hb] and thereby CaO2. A prerequisite for it to 

be performance enhancing, however, is that Qmax is unaffected by the increased blood viscosity 

resulting from the increased [Hb] and Hct. The optimal Hct for humans during exercise is suggested 

to be greater than the commonly observed optimal value at rest (45%), due to cardiovascular 

adaptations such as BV distribution, increased vessel diameter and internal temperature during 

exercise (Buick et al., 1980). These adaptations seem to counteract the possible negative effects of 

increased blood viscosity following ABT (Celsing et al., 1987), and may explain why not for 

example compromised Qmax nor elevated central blood pressure (Spriet et al., 1986) are commonly 

observed in studies investigating the effect of ABT in humans.  

 

The above-mentioned mechanisms can help explain the effects of ABT on whole body O2 delivery. 

However, limited detailed information is available to describe the mechanisms by which the acute 

increases in [Hb] and BV act in the muscle microcirculation, i.e. on the capillary level around a 

given working muscle fibre to enhance tissue specific VO2, e.g. leg O2 consumption (leg VO2max). 

The opposite has on the contrary been investigated to some extent. After reducing blood [Hb] 

isovolemically by 13% in humans acclimatized to 3800 m, the relative contributions in O2 delivery 

into the muscle microcirculation (Qleg[O2]in) and muscle O2 diffusion capacity (DO2) to the decrease 

in leg VO2max were computed by Bohr integration to be 64% and 36%, respectively (Schaffartzik et 
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al., 1993). Based on these findings, an ABT-induced increase in [Hb] might be expected to increase 

leg VO2 predominantly, but not exclusively, through increased O2 delivery into the muscle 

microcirculation, however, details about underlying mechanisms for altered DO2 were not 

addressed.  

 

Leg VO2 can, according to Fick’s principle, be expressed as Qleg[O2]in{([O2]in – [O2]out)/[O2]in }, 

where Qleg is leg blood flow, and [O2]in and [O2]out is the O2 content of the inflowing and outflowing 

blood, respectively (Pittman, 2000). In a single capillary the convective flow, the O2 delivery into 

the muscle circulation, i.e. Qleg[O2]in, is the product of RBC supply rate (i.e. RBC velocity x inter-

RBC spacing) and the average volume of a single RBC, since a preponderance of O2 in the blood is 

transported bound to Hb as oxyhemoglobin. The term in braces, {([O2]in – [O2]out)/[O2]in}, is the O2 

extraction, which in respect to a leg muscle is a result of DO2 (Pittman, 2000). Governed by Fick’s 

First Law of Diffusion, DO2 depends on the diffusion areal, the O2 concentration gradient and the 

diffusion distance from the Hb inside the RBC to the muscle fibre mitochondria for utilization by 

the cytochromes (Schaffartzik et al., 1993). Thus, it is conceivable that increasing the [Hb] by ABT 

and thereby reducing the inter-RBC spacing can enhance not only Qleg[O2]in, but also  increase the 

capillary surface area in contact with RBCs and thereby enhance DO2 (Federspiel & Sarelius, 

1984). Furthermore, an increment in Qleg following ABT-induced hypervolemia might allow 

increased RBC velocity, which together with a reduction in inter-RBC spacing, allows more O2 per 

unit of time in a given capillary surface area where the diffusion distance to a given mitochondria is 

at its minimum. Such an effect of enhanced muscle perfusion on RBC velocity might only be 

advantageous if the level of capillarization in the skeletal muscle is sufficient to not compromise the 

mean transit time and thus time for gas exchange at the capillary site. However, as enlargement of 

the microvascular network is an adaptation to endurance training (e.g. Ingjer, 1979), the risk for 

insufficient off-loading time for O2 in the muscle is probably larger in untrained compared with 

endurance-trained individuals. Additionally, the inlet capillary O2 partial pressure (PO2), an 

important driving force for DO2, might be enhanced following ABT by a rightward shifted Hb-

dissociation curve due to the increased proportion of new RBCs (Schmidt, Böning, & Braumann, 

1987) following phlebotomy-induced erythropoiesis. As some storage-triggered lesions of RBCs 

(e.g. decreased adenosine triphosphate; ATP, and 2.3-diphosphoglycerate; DPG, which both are 

factors determining Hb-O2 affinity in vivo) are rapidly reversed after infusion into the recipients 

(Valeri & Hirsch, 1969), the effect of the latter might still be present when old RBCs are reinfused. 

As peripheral factors such as tissue oxygenation and O2 extraction account for around 30% of the 

limitation to whole body VO2max (e.g. Turner et al., 1993), enhancement of mass-specific VO2max 
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following ABT might be expected to contribute to improvement of whole body VO2max. 

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the herein mentioned potential microcirculatory effects 

following ABT are hypothetical, and thus needs to be verified in future ABT studies. 

 

1.2.3 Buffer Capacity 

During intense exercise the homeostasis between production and elimination of lactic acid (La) in 

the body may be disturbed, resulting in an increased hydrogen ion (H+) activity. This is, however, 

immediately attenuated by the body’s homeostatic mechanisms against lactic acidosis; 

hyperventilation, bicarbonate buffering and non-bicarbonate buffering, expressed by the 

relationship between changes in plasma La concentration (∆[La]) and pH (∆pH): ∆[La] x ∆pH-

(Böning et al., 2001). RBCs may be considered as extracellular buffers, carried out by the Hb buffer 

system, which can bind with H+ to form reduced Hb, in interrelationship with the bicarbonate 

(HCO3
-) buffer system. This interrelationship depends on Hb, RBC membrane-bound transport 

systems such as the AE1 isoform of the anion-exchange transporter (Juel et al., 2003; Swietach et 

al., 2010) and the La-H+ co-transporter MCT1 (Juel et al., 2003), as well as the enzyme cytoplasmic 

carbonic anhydrase which catalyzes the reversible hydration of carbon dioxide (CO2); CO2 + H2O ⇋ 

H2CO3 ⇋  HCO3
- + H+ (Juel et al., 2003; Swietach et al., 2010), where H2O is water and H2CO3 

carbonic acid. 

Increased membrane content of AE1 and MCT1 proteins in RBCs, concomitant with increases in 

[Hb] and Hct, have been reported in Danish lowlanders exposed to high altitude (4100 m) for eight 

weeks (Juel et al., 2003), and in subjects injected with darbepoetin, a novel EPO stimulating 

protein, for four weeks (Rentsch, Damsgaard, Lundby, & Juel, 2006). The changes in membrane 

protein densities were tightly coupled to changes in the reticulocyte fraction (Ret%; the number of 

RBCs that are reticulocytes), which can be regarded as an index of the formation of new RBCs, 

suggesting a higher density of these proteins in young compared with old RBCs (Rentsch et al., 

2006). An additional explanation may be that hypoxic exposure (Juel et al., 2003) and EPO-

stimulating proteins (Rentsch et al., 2006) can increase membrane incorporation during RBC 

maturation. A higher relative increase in RBC membrane content of AE1 and MCT1 was reported 

in those exposed to high altitude (Juel et al., 2003) than those treated with darbepoetin (Rentsch et 

al., 2006). Even though caution should be taken when comparing two different studies and 

interventions, this suggests that hypoxic-induced erythropoiesis is a stronger stimulus for these 

changes to occur than erythropoiesis alone. Nevertheless, taken together, increasing the [Hb], the 

total mass of RBC and the increased fraction of new RBCs, thereby improving the La, H+ and 
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HCO3
- transport into RBCs and the RBCs’ capacity to buffer H+, seem to be effective means to 

enhance the blood’s buffering capacity, i.e. the extracellular pH defense. 

Indeed, hypoxic exposure and EPO treatment represent two alternative methods to ABT with the 

potential to induce polycythemia and manipulate the O2-transport capacity of the blood, of which 

only the latter is on WADA’s list of prohibited substances or methods (World Anti-Doping Agency, 

2016). However, as EPO-stimulation proteins and high altitude exposure seem to be more and less 

potent than ABT, respectively, as indicated when comparing changes in serum EPO following 

recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO) (e.g. Birkeland et al., 2000), chronic high altitude 

exposure (e.g. Ashenden et al., 2003) and ABT (e.g. Damsgaard et al., 2006), it is possible that 

ABT has comparable effects on the extracellular pH defense as the two other blood manipulating 

methods, but likely to a different extent. As caution should be taken when comparing studies using 

different methods and study populations, and empirical evidence regarding this aspect of ABT is 

lacking, this hypothesis needs to be verified in future ABT studies applying RBC transport protein 

determination. Nonetheless, indications that acute polycythemia can be advantageous to the acid-

base status of the blood have been reported in some ABT studies (Buick et al., 1980; Ekblom & 

Berglund, 1991; Spriet et al., 1986). For example, Spriet and colleagues (1986) found a reduced 

concentration of circulating La and improved arterial acid-base status 5 minutes after submaximal 

and maximal treadmill running (91% and 100% of control VO2max, respectively) following the ABT 

of both 900 mL and 1350 mL of a solution of packed RBCs in saline (Spriet et al., 1986). 

Furthermore, Buick and coworkers (1980) reported a reduction of about 50% of accumulated 

circulated La after 4 minutes of submaximal (~95% VO2max) treadmill running (Buick et al., 1980). 

However, as the same absolute workload after ABT corresponded to a smaller relative workload 

(%VO2max) compared with control due to elevated VO2max post-transfusion (Buick et al., 1980; 

Spriet et al., 1986), the lowered blood [La] in these studies may simply be a result of reduced 

contribution of anaerobic metabolism and subsequently a lowered production of La, and not 

improved H+ buffering and lactate influx rate into RBCs. Thus, at present, it is not clear if ABT 

increases blood buffer capacity or not.  
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1.3 Unknown Aspects 

1.3.1 Anaerobic Performance and Repeated Wingate Anaerobic Test 

The possibility that the extracellular buffer capacity might be improved following ABT suggests 

that athletes in more anaerobic and intermittent sports also can experience improved performance if 

abusing such blood manipulations, and, if so, that anti-doping authorities should consider 

introducing testing strategies for ABT in such sport types.  However, no reported ABT studies have 

investigated the effect of acute polycythemia on brief, intense exercise performance. This has, on 

the contrary, been investigated in several studies on hypoxic exposure and various altitude-training 

modalities, with divergent results (Garvican et al., 2011; Gore et al., 1998, 2001; Nordsborg et al., 

2012; Nummela & Rusko, 2000; Roels et al., 2006). Some of the studies have failed to show 

increased capacity to perform short bursts of maximal or supramaximal exercise after intervention 

(Gore et al., 2001; Nordsborg et al., 2012; Roels et al., 2006), while others have reported improved 

brief high-intensity performance (Garvican et al., 2011; Gore et al., 1998; Nummela & Rusko, 

2000). For example, after four weeks of normobaric “Live High-Train Low” (LHTL), Nordsborg 

and coworkers (2012) reported unchanged capacity to perform a 30-s all-out test and work at 

intensities above VO2max, as well as unaltered muscle buffer capacity compared with control in 

highly trained athletes in cycling-related endurance sports (Nordsborg et al., 2012). In contrast, 31 

days of “Live High-Train High” (LHTH) (2690 m) lead to 4% improvement in ~5-min all-out test 

performance in world-class cyclists (Gore et al., 1998). The divergent results may in part be 

explained by a great interindividual variability in the response to hypoxia, with some individuals 

being non-responders and others responders (Chapman, Stray-Gundersen, & Levine, 1998). 

Nevertheless, as the possible underlying mechanisms of improved brief, intense exercise 

performance following hypoxia exceed that of a possible increased non-bicarbonate buffering 

capacity following polycythemia (Nordsborg et al., 2012),  it remains unclair if ABT increases 

brief, intense exercise performance or not. However, whether ABT exert such an enhancing effect 

might be answered by investigating the effect of polycythemia on short high-intensity exercise 

performance such as a 30-s all-out test (i.e. “Wingate Anaerobic Test”; WAnT) in which the 

anaerobic energy demand is high (< 70-80%) (Calbet, De Paz, Garatachea, Cabeza de Vaca, & 

Chavarren, 2003) and the acid-base status of the blood may be disturbed (Bogdanis, Nevill, Boobis, 

& Lakomy, 1996; Calbet et al., 2003).  

 

Further disturbance of the pH homeostasis might be expected if performing more than one WAnT, 

i.e. repeated WAnT (RWAnT) (Bogdanis et al., 1996), such as a 4 x 30-s all-out cycling test with a 
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breaking resistance in the ranges (9.5-11% of body weight) suggested for optimal power output 

determination for active adult men (Jaafar et al., 2014; Vandewalle, Pérès, & Monod, 1987), 

separated by 4 minutes of active rest, as applied in the present study. The four-sprint model mimics 

situations in a variety of sports where a burst of high-intense work is followed by a longer period of 

rest. The energetics during such exercises is complex, as the energy supply during sprints 

predominatly is provided by anaerobic pathways; the ATP- and creathinephsonphate (PCr)- system 

and anaerobic glycolysis, whereas the the aerobic capacity plays a major role for the recovery 

between sprints, e.g. in the restoration of PCr stores (Bogdanis, Nevill, Boobis, Lakomy, & Nevill, 

1995). The level of aerobic ATP-provision during sprints has been found to increase progressively 

as work duration is prolonged (Calbet, Chavarren, & Dorado, 1997; Medbø & Tabata, 1989) and as 

sprints are repeated (Lopez, Smoliga, & Zavorsky, 2014; McGawley & Bishop, 2015). This is also 

the case when 4 minutes of rest between sprints, regardless of the recovery modality, is applied 

(Lopez et al., 2014), suggesting this recovery time to be insufficient to completely restore PCr-

stores. Nevertheless, the nature of the recovery might be important, since active recovery, in 

addition to prevent leg blood accumulation and faintness following the termination of a sprint, 

reflects the nature of most intermittent type sports and has been shown to be advantageous for the 

mean power output (MP) of sprints when RWAnT is performed (Lopez et al., 2014) as it maintains 

blood flow to the working muscles during recovery. Improved O2 delivery, and with it increased 

VO2max, following ABT might enhance muscle reoxygenation between sprints (McGawley & 

Bishop, 2015) and subsequently accelerate PCr replenishment (Bogdanis et al., 1996) as PCr 

recovery is known to be dependent on the O2 availability for the mitochondria (Hogan, Richardson, 

& Haseler, 1999), just as improved blood buffer capacity during polycythemia can contribute to the 

extracellular pH defense against lactic acidosis (Böning et al., 2001; Juel et al., 2003). Additionally, 

as VO2max is found to correlate well with the aerobic energy provision, particularly during the latter 

stages of repeated sprint exercises, it is possible that increasing VO2max will supplement anaerobic 

energy to a greater extent during exercise (Bogdanis et al., 1996; McGawley & Bishop, 2015).  

Taken together, the 4 x 30-s all-out cycling test seems appropriate for evaluating the 

aforementioned potential effects of ABTs to enhance O2 delivery and blood buffer capacity, which 

might be reflected in betterment in fatigue resistance during RWAnT, and thereby improved 

RWAnT performance shown by improved MP of each sprints and in total (i.e. the summation of 

MP of the 4 sprints). Even though this hypothesis needs to be verified, the possible improvements 

in RWAnT performance following ABT when using the RWAnT protocol applied in the present 

study might have notable influence on the performance outcome in for exemple mass-start cycling 

races, in which athletes must be able to frequently attack, adjust position and ride hard up short 
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hills, i.e. repeat several high-intensity sprints during the race (Abbiss, Straker, Quod, Martin, & 

Laursen, 2010). Examining this aspect of ABT will expand the antidoping authorities’ ABT 

knowledge base. 

 

1.3.2 Microtransfusion - The Effect of a Microtransfusion on Endurance Performance 

Another unknown aspect of ABT is the effect of microdose-ABT (microtransfusion) on 

performance. Traditionally ABT has been thought of as the transfusion of at least 400 mL of blood. 

However, athletes and their physicians tend to change their doping behaviors whenever a new 

testing technology is introduced (Ashenden, Varlet-Marie, Lasne, & Audran, 2006). Accordingly, 

anecdotal evidence suggests that such “sophisticated dopers” are misusing microdoses (< 400 mL) 

of ABT, either to mask the use of other illegal doping substances and/or -methods such as injections 

of rhEPO, or as a performance enhancer itself. Such microtransfusions would probably induce a less 

profound increase in [Hb], thereby making it less likely for an athlete to be flagged in the 

hematologic module of Athlete Biological Passport, which is a longitudinal and individual 

monitoring of hematological markers used as an indirect method to detect blood manipulation 

(Mørkeberg, 2012; World Anti-Doping Agency, n.d.).  

 

Interestingly, no known study has investigated the possible performance enhancing effects of ABT 

of less than 400 mL. ~11 weeks following the withdrawal of 900 mL autologous blood, six well-

trained male distance runners received either 100 mL saline or 400 mL freeze preserved RBCs in a 

randomized cross-over design. The RBC transfusion resulted in a significantly improved (~3%) in-

field 10 km running performance, concomitant with a ~5% increase in Hct. Even though order did 

affect the results, implying an insufficient period (~8 days) between interventions, the observation 

implies that the ABT of 400 mL RBCs has a performance enhancing effect in well-trained, male 

endurance athletes (Brien & Simon, 1987). However, the majority of ABT studies on the 

withdrawal and transfusion of ~450 mL blood (Williams et al., 1973, 1978), as well as the three 

steps transfusion of a total of 1350 mL packed RBCs and saline (Spriet et al., 1986) have failed to 

reveal any significant performance gains following ABT. One explanation might be that there is no 

physiological effect of the ABT of ≤ 400 mL blood on performance, which contradicts the findings 

by Brien and Simon (Brien & Simon, 1987). Alternatively, the lack of significant performance 

gains may be due to methodological problems such as the volume of blood drawn, the time points at 

which performance were determined, too high detection limits, as well as the studies being 

underpowered. In a study on the effect of stepwise ABT of a total of 1350 mL saline and freeze-
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preserved RBCs, harvested 9-11 weeks earlier, no change in the VO2max was present in four trained 

endurance runners following the ABT of a total of 450 mL packed RBCs and saline (Spriet et al., 

1986). Unfortunately, the investigators did not provide any hematological values for this first post-

transfusion day. The VO2max did however increase above control after another 450 mL (900 mL in 

total), with additional increases after the third ABT of 450 mL (1350 mL in total). Indeed, it is 

suspicious, and rather unlikely, that the physiological gains follow a dose-dependent pattern with no 

effect of 450 mL, as any positive change in the factors within the Fick’s formula may have an effect 

on aerobic power and endurance performance. This suggests that the mentioned study was 

underpowered, which is supported by the fact that the increase in VO2max was statistical significant 

only after the ABT of 1350 mL, and not following the ABT of 900 mL, after which other studies 

(Buick et al., 1980; Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984; Williams et al., 1981) have shown beneficial 

performance-improvements. Thus, at present, it is not clear whether or not microtransfusions can 

increase endurance performance. 

 

Increasing the fraction of O2 in inspired air (FiO2) from normoxia (FiO2 of 20.93%) to 100% O2 

during maximal ergometer cycling lead to augmented CaO2 (13.7%), without changes in Qlegs, 

concomitant with 8.1% and 8.7% improvement in twice-leg VO2max and cycling performance (the 

latter measured as improved peak power), respectively, in 12 moderately trained to well-trained 

cyclists (Knight et al., 1993). Even a small increase in FiO2 (30% O2 in N2) elicited 5% increase in 

CaO2 and 13 % (600 mL/min) increase in whole body VO2max during incremental ergometer rowing 

compared with normoxia in 11 competitive rowers (Nielsen, Madsen, Svendsen, Roach, & Secher, 

1998). Although the unique exercise mode may explain these findings, this, together with the 

estimation that 1 g increase in Hbmass can lead to ~4 mL/min increase in VO2max (given that 1 g Hb 

can bind 1.39 mL O2 and assuming (CaO2-CvO2)max = 75% and four circulation passages per 

minute) (Schmidt & Prommer, 2010) suggest that even though microtransfusions might induce only 

minimal improvements in O2 delivery, such ergogenic effects may be crucial, especially among 

elite athletes where the margin of difference between competitors usually is very small. This 

hypothesis needs to be verified in order to expand the antidoping authorities’ ABT knowledge base. 

 

Important aspects in answering this question could be to reduce the bias from possible limiting 

factors and securing a high level of standardization and reliability of measures, as these are crucial 

points if existences of possibly small changes are to be detected. Additionally, how the data is 

treated and interpreted is also of importance. From an anti-doping perspective, the lack of a 

statistical significant difference following a treatment may be of limited value if a proportion of the 
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sample size experiences an ergogenic effect of the substance or method in question, and thereby has 

an advantage compared with the competitors. In such cases, data evaluation by clinical significance 

may be more relevant. Williams and coworkers (1978) failed to report any statistical significant 

change in performance following the ABT of 200 mL RBCs diluted in saline (i.e. 460 mL in total). 

However, if ignoring the control group and the possible psychological placebo effect, interpretation 

of the data for the experimental group alone suggested improved performance following ABT 

compared with baseline (Williams et al., 1978). Unfortunately, the reliability of the performance 

test was not reported. Knowledge about the reliability of the performance outcomes is of great 

importance in order to describe clinically relevant changes in outcomes and thus distinguish 

individual changes due to errors in measurement from those caused by the intervention. The most 

appropriate way to describe a meaningful change may be the use of the smallest worthwhile change 

in performance, calculated by the use of a chosen percentage of the between-subject standard 

variation or coefficient of variation (Hopkins, 2004), or maybe even better; the minimal difference 

to be considered real (MD), which is unaffected by between-subject variability and does not involve 

subjective decision about the value of the smallest worthwhile effect (Weir, 2005). Changes in 

performance outcomes exceeding MD are considered clinically significant, i.e. clinically relevant. 

 

2. Hypotheses and Objectives 

The aims of the present study were to 1) in a random population test the reliability of the 

performance tests in the test battery, 2) investigate the effect of a microtransfusion of autologous 

blood on 650-kcal time trial (650-kcal TT) performance in well-trained athletes in cycling-related 

endurance sports, and 3) the impact of a conventional ABT on RWAnT performance in well-trained 

athletes in cycling-related endurance sports.  

 

In the present project, it was hypothesized that: 

1) A microtransfusion of autologous blood (225 mL) enhances endurance performance,  by 

increasing MP and reducing elapsed time in a 650-kcal TT in well-trained, male endurance athletes. 

2) The transfusion of 675 mL of autologous blood improves 4 x 30-s all-out cycling performance, 

by increasing sprint-MP and MP in total for a RWAnT in well-trained, male endurance athletes. 
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3. Design and Methods 

In order to investigate the different hypotheses, the study was divided into two parts: Part A, a 

reliability study, and Part B, a pilot study to a PhD-study about ABT and metabolomics.  

3.1 Part A – The Reliability Study 

3.1.1 Subjects 

15 healthy, habitual/recreational active to well-trained subjects volunteered to participate in the 

reliability study of either the RWAnT or the 650-kcal TT, or both. Their mean ± SD physical 

characteristics (age, height, body weight (BW)) were as follows: RWAnT test (n = 10: 6 men, 4 

women), 28 ± 7 yrs; 177 ± 12 cm, 71 ± 11 kg; 650-kcal TT (n = 10: 9 men, 1 woman), 27 ± 6 yrs; 

181 ± 7 cm, 74 ± 10 kg. No inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied.  However, as one of the 

subjects participating in the reliability study of the 650-kcal TT was sick on two of the experimental 

days the results from this subject was excluded. 

 

3.1.2 Protocol 

Each participant visited the laboratory on three separate occasions at least 48 h apart. The three 

experimental days were identical, of which the first functioned only as familiarization. All bicycle 

tests were administered in the same laboratory at the Department of Nutrition, Exercise and Sport, 

University of Copenhagen, Denmark (~22-23°C ambient temperature, ~30% relative humidity). A 

fan directed to the subjects was available for a cooling effect.  

 

All warm-up and tests were conducted on a mechanically braked cycle ergometer (Monark LC6, 

Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, Sweden), with identical adjustments of saddle and handle bars 

within each subject. Before each cycling test, a two-staged continuous warm-up was performed, 

consisting of 6 min at a submaximal workload (90 Watts (W)) followed by another 6 min at a 

greater submaximal workload (150 W). A period of 3 min separated the warm-up and the test, 

allowing the test participants to hydrate and to prepare. The bike calculated the workload based on 

the product of braking force and pedaling velocity; W = rpm x kp x 0.98065, where 1 rpm 

(revolutions per min) corresponded to when a point on the flywheel had moved 6 m per min and 1 

kp (kilopond/ kilogram-force) was 1 kg x 0.98065 m/s2 = 9.8065 N.  
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650-kcal TT. After the standard warm-up protocol and 3 min of rest, participants were encouraged 

to finish a 650-kcal TT as fast as possible. Subjects were vigorously encouraged during the trial. 

Participants were allowed to freely select their pedaling cadence and workload (in N) during the 

trial, and were allowed to drink water ad libitum, in order to stay euhydrated. Additionally, they 

were instructed to remain seated, and only allowed to stand up for brief periods (< 15 s) during the 

test. A touch screen in front of the bike showed the elapsed time and remaining distance. The test 

was finished when the participants reached a computer-calculated kcal consumption of 650 kcal, 

based on the formula: 1 W = 0.2388 x 10.3 kcal/s, but there was ~15 kcal delay in the bike’s 

recording compared to that of the testing software (Monark Testing Software version 1.0.15.0, 

Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, Sweden) on the recording computer. Nine out of ten subjects were 

asked to follow the kcal consumption recorded by the bike. The main outcome measures were mean 

power (MP) and elapsed time. 

 

RWAnT. The RWAnT was conducted as a 4 x 30-s all-out exercise test, separated by 4 min of active 

recovery. Following a standard warm-up protocol, participants pedalled steadily against a resistive 

force of 15 Newton (N) for 1 min. At 60 s, a resistance of 0.1 x kg BW (Jaafar et al., 2014; 

Vandewalle et al., 1987) (kg, times 9.81 m/s2 to get N) taken at the first session and rounded to the 

nearest N, was applied. The bike allowed a maximum workload of 69 N, hence subjects with a BW 

above 70.8 kg (n = 6) had to work at a lower relative workload (< 0.1 x kg BW x 9.81 m/s2) during 

sprints. Subjects were instructed to avoid pacing but to maintain an all-out effort throughout the 

sprints. During the sprints the participants were allowed to stand up while pedalling, were 

constantly informed about the remaining time and verbally encouraged to pedal as fast as possible. 

The sprints were separated by 4 min of submaximal active recovery at a load equal to 10% of the 

sprint resistance. 30 s before starting the next sprint, the subjects began to prepare and to assume the 

ready position. The countdown for the subsequent sprint started when 10 s of rest remained. The 

procedure was repeated until the last sprint was completed. MP during the 30 s was recorded by 

testing software (Monark Testing Software version 1.0.15.0, Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, 

Sweden) on the computer, and recordings from the second and third experimental day, i.e. trial 1 

and trial 2, respectively, was used to calculate the MP for each of the four sprints and in total (i.e. 

the MP of all sprints in a trial). 
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3.1.3 Statistical Analysis 

The recordings from the second and third experimental day; trial 1 and trial 2, respectively, were 

used to calculate the performance tests’ reliability. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

repeated measures was performed in IBM SPSS version 23 statistical software package to calculate 

the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the performance tests’ main outcome measures (Weir, 2005), from 

which the Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) was estimated by taking the square root (√MSE) 

(Hopkins, 2000). The SEM was used to determine the Minimum Difference to be considered real 

(MD) as follows: MD = SEM x 1.96 x √2, with 1.96 being the z-score associated with a 95% 

confidence interval (CI), and where √2 corrected for the SD of the different scores (Weir, 2005). 

The calculated MD could subsequently be used in Part B, the ABT study, to evaluate if changes in 

performance were due to the intervention or to normal variation.  The relative within-subject 

coefficient of variation of the RWAnT and 650-kcal TT was calculated as SEM divided by mean, 

and multiplied by 100 to get a percentage. Results are presentend as mean values (mean) ± standard 

deviation (SD). 

 

3.2 Part B – The Pilot Study About Autologous Blood Transfusion 

3.2.1 Subjects 

Six healthy, well-trained, male cyclists and triathletes volunteered and gave their written informed 

consent to participate in this ABT-study (mean ± SD age, height, BW, VO2peak: 26.6 ± 4.9 years, 

182.6 ± 7.9 cm, 76.5 ± 4.0 kg, 57.7 ± 4.7 mL/kg/min). The inclusion criteria were an age of 18-39 

years, a VO2max over 55 mL O2/min/kg and a training background of more than eight hours of 

endurance training per week in minimum the preceding five years. The exclusion criteria were 

smoking, a stay at high altitude (> 1000 m) during the preceding two months, Hct below 40%, 

blood coagulation disorders and blood donation during the last three months. Fulfillment of these 

criteria were secured trough a graded exercise test to exhaustion on a cycle ergometer (please see 

the section about VO2peak), an interview and blood sampling. To minimize bias subjects were told to 

continue their normal training routines and to keep a detailed training diary, as well as not to donate 

blood for other purposes than the current study nor to sojourn at high altitude during the study. All 

subjects had previously experienced exhaustive bicycle ergometer-exercises and were well 

familiarized with the specific testing apparatus and all experimental protocols (except the 

transfusion protocol) prior to the study. Out of the six participants, four subjects (n = 4) underwent a 

placebo (PLA) intervention and five subjects (n = 5) an autologous blood transfusion (ABT), of 
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which three subjects (n = 3) completed the crossover (ABT à PLA; n = 2, PLA à ABT; n = 1) 

within the master project’s data collection period. One subject became ill just before the last set of 

performance tests (W6 Post) and was therefore not able to complete these tests. Likewise, no 

baseline measurement for Hbmass was conducted for Subject 3 in the second round due to sickness. 

Additionally, as the recordings stopped halfway during the 650-kcal TT following microtransfusion 

for Subject 6, the results from this subject were excluded from the time trial database. Likewise, due 

to technical problems with the specific heart rate monitor, heart rate data for Subject 1 was not 

included in the study.  

 

3.2.2 Study Design 

In a double-blind randomized placebo-controlled counter-balanced crossover design, the subjects 

underwent a PLA and ABT intervention in a random order. Minimum three months separated the 

intervention and control group cross-over, since this is considered to be sufficient time for the 

infused RBCs to disappear, as RBC has a lifetime of approximately 120 days. The present ABT-

study was conducted as a pilot study to a PhD-study about ABT and metabolomics over an eight-

month period from September to April. The subjects began on different dates throughout this time 

period, and it took around 28 weeks for each subject to complete the entire experiment from the 

baseline measurements in round 1 to the last physical test in round 2, including the three-months 

wash-out period between the last transfusion/simulation in round 1 and the first 

venesection/simulation in round 2. Adjustments and improvements of the experimental protocol 

occurred during the initial part of the project period and will described in more details later. The 

final study protocol of a separate round is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Study Protocol and Testing Sessions. A time line (days) of the study’s protocol and experimental days from the start to the 

end of one intervention, excluding time points for blood- and urine samples. Each intervention is divided into three phases; Baseline 

(BASE), Pre-transfusion and Post-transfusion, and a total of four experimental weeks; Baseline, the week before blood 

withdrawal/simulation; W4, the week before transfusion/simulation; W1 Post, the same week as transfusion/simulation; W6 Post, six 

weeks post-transfusion. Following a wash-out period of minimum 12 weeks, starting at the time of the full transfusion is completed, 

a cross-over and second intervention is performed. 650-kcal TT + VO2: 650-kcal time trial and VO2peak, separated by 2 h of rest, 

Hbmass: Hbmass measured in duplicates min. 6 h apart by the CO-rebreathing method, 650-kcal TT: a single 650-kcal TT, RWAnT: 

Repeatd Wingate Anaerobic Test. The image “Blood bags” is used with permission (Copyright: Colorbox.dk).  

 

Blood Withdrawal and Transfusion. All transfusion and simulation sessions took place in a hospital 

setting (Copenhagen University Hospital, “Rigshospitalet”, Danmark) by non-blinded, qualified 

personnel not involved in the performance evaluation of the subjects. Accordingly, collection and 

processing of the blood were performed in accordance with regular blood bank procedures, securing 

the participants’ safety and correct handling of the blood. Following baseline hematologic 

measurements (please see the section Blood Sampling), a needle was inserted in an ante cubital vein 

behind a screen, and blood withdrawn and transfused or simulated to be withdrawn and transfused. 

The subjects were kept blinded to the experiment treatment by lying behind a screen, wearing 

headphones and watching a movie or series of their own preference during all transfusion and 

simulation sessions. In the ABT protocol, two bags of 450 mL whole blood were withdrawn and 

collected into collection bags containing citrate phosphate dextrose (Baxter Healthcare, Deerfield, 

IL, USA). Immediately after blood withdrawal or simulation the subjects received an infusion of 

1000 mL of physiologic saline (Amgros IS/, Copenhagen, Denmark) in order to diminish the 

symptoms of hypovolemia (Berglund, B., Hemmingsson, P., Birgegård, 1987).  The whole blood 

was fractionated by centrifugation, and RBCs subsequently stored in a solution of saline, adenine, 
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glucose and mannitol (SAG-M) at +4°C for four weeks (Mørkeberg et al., 2011), which is the 

maximal duration the Copenhagen University Hospital store refrigerated blood at +4 °C.  The 

density of RBCs in SAG-M was 1.06 g/mL. 

 

Four weeks following the blood withdrawal the participants received 675 mL of the withdrawn 

blood in two ABTs; one half of a blood bag (225 mL) on one day and one blood bag (450 mL) the 

following day.  This design allowed for investigation of a potential performance effect of both a 

micro-dose and a conventional dose of ABT.  

 

Experimental Procedure. Three different experimental days were completed on four different 

occasions: 1) baseline; the week before blood withdrawal/simulation, 2) pre-transfusion; the week 

before transfusion/simulation, 3) post-transfusion; the same week as transfusion/simulation and 4) 

W6 Post; six weeks post-transfusion (Fig. 1). The experimental days consisted of “650-kcal TT + 

VO2”; a 650-kcal TT and a test of peak O2 consumption (VO2peak, please see definition below) 

separated by around 2 h of passive rest, “Hbmass”; determination of Hbmass and “RWAnT”; a 30-s 

all-out cycle test. Additionally, a single 650-kcal TT was performed 2 h following 

transfusion/simulated transfusion of the microdose (225 mL). Approximately 48 h separated the 

physical tests of different experimental days. Several blood- and urine samples were collected on 

both the mentioned experimental days and other separate days, as described later.  

 

For subject 1 and 3, who where the first two subjects in the ABT group, no baseline measurements 

were conducted for the physical tests in round 1, and the tests “650-kcal TT + VO2” were 

performed in the opposite order at pre-transfusion, post-transfusion and W6 Post in both round 1 

and round 2. The same was the case for subject 2 in his first  (PLA) but not his second (ABT) 

round. Due to the importance of a precise cycle performance evaluation and the likelihood that 

VO2peak would be attained despite incomplete recovery after a proceeding exhaustive test (e.g. 

Scharhag-Rosenberger et al., 2013), the protocol of “650-kcal TT + VO2” was adjusted and 

improved to that in Fig. 1 for subject 4-6, as well as round 2 for Subject 2. For subject 2, 4, 5 and 6 

the 650-kcal TT on the first “650-kcal TT + VO2” functioned as baseline measurement for the 650-

kcal TT following microtransfusion, while subject 1 and 3 performed an additional, separate 650-

kcal TT for this purpose. 
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3.2.3 Measurements and Calculations 

The physical tests were conducted in the same laboratory at the Department of Nutrition, Exercise 

and Sport, University of Copenhagen, Denmark (~22-23°C ambient temperature, ~30% relative 

humidity) by blinded personnel, i.e. the personnel was unaware of the subjects’ treatment 

allocations. If desirable, the subjects were cooled with a fan during the 650-kcal TT and the 

RWAnT, but not during the VO2peak test where the recordings could be affected by the fan.   
 

All warm-up and aerobic testing were performed on the same mechanically-braked cycle ergometer 

(Monark 839E, Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, Sweden), with identical adjustments of saddle and 

handle bars within each subject. The firs subject did however use another bike (LC6, Monark 

Exercise AB, Varberg, Sweden) in the first round of the project. If two physical tests were 

performed on the same day or on two subsequent days a 10 min cool-down at 60 ± 20 Watt (W) was 

conducted. The bikes calculated the workload as described in Part A. 
 

Standard Warm-up Protocol. Each of the test protocols was initiated by a standardized warm-up, 

consisting of 6 min at a submaximal workload (90 W), followed by another 6 min at a greater 

submaximal workload (150 W). A period of 3 min separated the warm-up and the test, allowing the 

test participants to hydrate and prepare.  

 

650-kcal TT. A 650-kcal TT, with the same protocol as in Part A, was used to determine the 

participants’ endurance performance. Following the standard warm-up, the testing software 

(Monark Testing Software version 1.0.15.0, Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, Sweden) was put in 

Force mode (N), and the test was thereafter initiated. All subjects were highly motivated, and were 

encouraged to finish the test as fast as possible. They were allowed to drink water ad libitum during 

the trial, in order to stay euhydrated, and to freely select their pedaling cadence and workload 

during the trial. The latter was secured through verbal communication with the test personnel. 

Additionally, the subjects were instructed to remain seated and only allowed to stand up for brief 

periods (< 15 s) during the test. Heart rate was continuously recorded throughout the test (Polar 

M400, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland), but the subjects were kept blinded for it, as well as for 

elapsed time and workload. One exception, however, was the first subject, who used his own heart 

rate monitor (Garmin Forerunner 910XT, Garmin Europe Ltd., Southampton, United Kingdom) and 

who was only blinded for elapsed time. Subjects were vigorously encouraged during the trial, as 

well as informed about the kcal consumption at each 50-kcal point and at each 1 kcal the last 20 

kcal. The test was finished when the participants reached a computer-calculated kcal consumption 
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of 650 kcal based on the same equation as described in Part A. The main outcome measures were 

MP and elapsed time. 

 

RWAnT. The RWAnT performance was evaluated using a 4 x 30-s all-out exercise test, separated 

by 4 min of active recovery and initiated by a standard warm-up, as described in Part A. The test 

was, however, conducted on another bike (Monark 894E Peak Bike, Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, 

Sweden) than in Part A, which had some practical consequences: The bike allowed instant 

application of breaking resistance of minimum 9.81 N (1 kg) and had no maximum workload limit 

of 69 N, hence the workload during the active recovery was higher than in Part A, and all 

participants were allowed to work at the same relative workload during sprints. In brief, subjects 

were told to prepare and to assume the ready position when 30 s of the rest remained. The 

countdown for a sprint started when 10 s of rest remained, and participants were asked to reach > 

100 rpm unloaded pedalling within these 10 s. At 10 s, a resistance of 0.1 x kg BW (Jaafar et al., 

2014; Vandewalle et al., 1987), taken at the first test session and rounded to the nearest 100 g was 

manually applied instantly by an investigator pushing the weight basket release button. Participants 

where henceforth allowed to stand up while pedalling. All subjects were highly motivated and were 

instructed to avoid pacing but to cycle as fast as possible from the start to the end of the sprints. 

Strong verbal encouragements, as well as information about the remaining sprint time, were 

provided to each subject during all sprints. During the 4 min of active recovery subjects were asked 

to, while seated, pedal at ~ 60 rpm, which with a resistance of 1 kg corresponded to 60 W.  Heart 

rate (Polar M400, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) and power (W) were continuously recorded 

throughout the test, but subjects were kept blinded to these values. The power data was analyzed 

with millisecond sensitivity and calculated as the product of flywheel velocity, measured by a 

magnet on the flywheel, and breaking force by computer-based testing software (Monark Anaerobic 

Test Software Version 3.3.0.0, Monark Exercise AB, Varberg, Sweden), correcting for the flywheel 

inertia (0.91 kgm2), but not the inertia and friction of the crank and chain. The MP for each of the 

four sprints and in total for all sprints in a trial determined performance. 

 

VO2peak. The maximal aerobic power, the VO2max, was determined through a graded exercise test to 

exhaustion. As it cannot be assured that the maximal value obtained in the test was the highest VO2 

value that was deemed attainable by the subjects, the maximal value obtained was, and will 

hereafter be, referred to as the peak O2 consumption (VO2peak). Prior to each test the open-circuit 

gas analysis system (Quark b2, Cosmed, Rome, Italy) was calibrated against room air (assumed to 
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contain 0.03% CO2, 20.93% O2 and 79.04% nitrogen (N2)) and a know reference gas (11.99% CO2, 

4.97% O2 and 83.03% N2) (Air Liquide Danmark A/S, Taastrup, Denmark), and the flowmeter of 

the applied spirometer calibrated with a 3.1 L syringe. The system was subsequently tested for its 

correctness. Participants’ BW (with training gear, without shoes) was measured immediately before 

each graded exercise test for software-based (Quark b2, Version 10.0 c, Cosmed, Rome, Italy) 

calculation of relative VO2. Within one subject the same weighing scale (InBody5700, Biospace 

Co., Ltd., Seoul, Korea or OBH Nordica 6263, OBH Nordica, Taastrup, Denmark) was used on all 

testing occasions. The test protocol was initiated by the conduction of the before-mentioned 

standardized warm-up. A breath collection face mask (Hans Rudolph, Kansas City, MO) covering 

the subjects’ mouth and nose was put on 60 s into the 3-min pause that separated the warm-up and 

the incremental test. The workload was initially set to 150 W and was thereafter incrementally 

increased by 25 W each minute until voluntary exhaustion. Subjects were not allowed to stand up, 

but had to be remained seated during the whole test. Throughout the test the subjects were 

continuously informed about the remaining time until the workload increment, as well as vigorously 

encouraged to continue to complete exhaustion. Heart rate was continuously recorded during the 

test (Polar M400, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland), but the subjects were kept blinded for it, as 

well as for elapsed time and workload. One exception was Subject 1, who only was blinded for 

elapsed time.  

 

Pulmonary O2 and CO2 concentration in expired gas (FeO2 and FeCO2, respectively, %), as well as 

tidal volume (Vt, L), ventilation (VE, L/min), respiratory quotient (R), respiratory frequency (Rf), 

end tidal O2 (FetO2, %) and end tidal CO2 (FetCO2, %) were continuously measured (5-s epochs) 

and monitored as breath-by-breath values by the earlier mentioned open-circuit Cosmed gas 

analysis system. To calculate VO2, the system used VE (in BTPS; Body Temperature, ambient 

Pressure, Saturated with water vapor with a partial pressure of 47 mmHg at 37 °C), FeO2 and 

FeCO2 in an equation from the Haldane transformation, which incorporated the estimation of 

inspired ventilation (VI) using the fraction of N2 in inspired and expired gas, as follows: VO2 = ((1-

FeO2-FeCO2)/(1-FiO2) x (FiO2-FeO2) x VE (Branson & Johannigman, 2004), with FiO2 being the 

O2 concentration in inspired air. VO2 (BTPS) was automatically adjusted to STPD (Standard 

conditions of Temperature (0°C), Pressure (760 mmHg) and Dry (no water vapor)) by the use of a 

STPD correction factor calculated from the barometric pressure, ambient temperature and relative 

humidity measured by sensors in the gas analysis system, allowing comparison between values 

collected at different temperatures, altitudes and degrees of saturation. The calculated VO2 values 
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represented the O2 extraction; the percentage of O2 consumed for any volume of air expired. VO2peak 

was subsequently evaluated as the highest value obtained in running 30 s.  

 

Hbmass. Hbmass was measured by the optimized carbon monoxide (CO)-rebreathing method described 

by Schmidt and Prommer (2005) in duplicates separated by minimum 6 h. All CO-rebreathing tests 

were performed by the same operator. The method involves having the participants inhale a small, 

known volume of CO and measuring the change in percent carboxyhemoglobin (%COHb) (Schmidt 

& Prommer, 2005). The protocol was initiated with 10 min of seated rest with one hand placed in a 

heated pad, with the purpose of stabilizing plasma volume and arterialize fingertip capillary blood, 

respectively. At 10 min, five baseline capillary blood samples were collected from a pre-heated 

fingertip into 35 µL preheparinized tubes (Clinitubes; Radiometer, Brønshøj, Denmark). The blood 

samples were immediately analyzed for %COHb by using a blood-gas analyzer (ABL800, 

Radiometer, Brønshøj, Denmark).  

 

Following blood sampling, participants were instructed to completely exhale to residual volume 

before immediately being connected to a custom designed glass spirometer (Blood tec GbR, 

Bayreuth, Germany) via the mouthpiece. A nose clip was placed so that the spirometer and 

participants created a closed system. Subsequently subjects were instructed to deeply inhale an 

individualized dose (1.0 mL/kg BW for trained men) of chemically pure CO (Linde Gas/AGA, 

Pullach, Germany) administered via a pre-filled 100 mL plastic syringe (Omnifix, Braun, 

Melsungen, Germany). The bolus was inhaled together with 3 L pure O2 (Air Liquide Danmark 

A/S, Taastrup, Denmark) from a pre-filled anesthetic bag coupled to the glass spirometer, which 

allowed all CO to be breathed in in the first inhalation and that a large part of it diffused into the 

blood during the first seconds. Subjects then continued to rebreathe, with a normal respiration, the 

CO/O2-mixture in the closed system for a total of 2 min. A portable CO-analyzer (Draeger, 

Luebeck, Germany) was circulated around the spirometer, mouthpiece and nose clip during the 

rebreathing period, in order to verify that no gas leak occurred. At 2 min, subjects were instructed to 

exhale to residual volume into the anesthetic bag. Subsequently the valve was closed and subjects 

disconnected from the system.  

 

The amount of CO remaining in the lungs and spirometer following the rebreathing period was 

measured with the CO analyzer mentioned above at 5 min and after the post-rebreathing blood 

sample collection, respectively. This second blood sample collection took place at 9 min; Five 
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blood samples were obtained and analyzed, following the same procedure as for the baseline 

sampling, resulting in the collection of a total of 10 capillary tubes of 35 μL, i.e. 0.35 mL whole 

blood, during each Hbmass-determination.  

 

The difference in %COHb between pre- and post-rebreathing blood sample measurement, as well as 

the difference between the amount of CO administered into the system and the measured remaining 

CO after disconnection, were used for calculation of Hbmass, taking into account the current 

barometric pressure and temperature registered by a wireless weather station  (Rosenborg 68260, 

Agimex, Silkeborg, Denmark) and that 1 g Hb can bind 1.39 mL CO (i.e. Hüfner’s number) by the 

use of the equation: Hbmass = K x MCO x 100 x (∆%COHb x 1.39)-1, where K = (current barometric 

pressure x 760-1) x [1(0.003661 x current temperature) and MCO = (COadministered – [COspirometer + lungs 

(after disconnection) + COexhaled (after disconnection)]) (Schmidt & Prommer, 2005). 

 

Survived Infused Hbmass 

The survived infused Hbmass was determined by multiplying the RBCs percent of survival (i.e. 75%) 

(Luten et al., 2008) with the amount of Hb infused. The amount of Hb infused at each occasion was 

calculated as the volume of infusion (i.e. the weight of the infusion divided by the density of RBCs 

in the SAG-M solution (1.06 g/mL)) by the [Hb] of the blood bag, which was determined by 

analysing, as duplicates, a blood sample from each blood bag in blood-gas analyzer (ABL800, 

Radiometer, Brønshøj, Denmark).  

 

Blood Sampling. Blood samples were collected on 14 occasions: at baseline 7 and 3 days before 

blood withdrawal, 3, 14 and 25 days post-withdrawal, 2 h and 24 h following micro-

transfusion/simulation, and 2 h and 8 h, 1, 3, 5 and 10 days, as well as 6 weeks, post-675 mL 

transfusion/simulation, resulting in a total of 75.5 mL whole blood drawn for blood analysis in each 

of the two rounds of the project. A blood sample was also drawn from the blood bag at each 

transfusion. Urine samples for metabolomics were collected on the same time points, but not 

included in the present study. All blood- and urine samples were drawn and handled according to 

the WADA guidelines (World Anti-Doping Agency, 2014a, 2014b). The blood samples were 

collected from an antecubital vein into tubes containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 

after at least 10 min of seated rest.  The venous blood samples were cooled immediately and sent 

for analysis at Copenhagen University Hospital. The analysis of relevant blood parameters was 

performed within 2 h of collection using a Sysmex XE2100 (Sysmex, Norderstedt, Germany).  
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3.2.4 Training, Nutrition and Iron Supplementation 

In order to reduce possible bias from changes in training habits subjects were instructed to continue 

their normal training routines, involving maintenance of training intensity and volume, and to keep 

a detailed training diary. Due to varying level of detail in the training diaries between subjects, the 

diaries were inspected and load quantified as weekly training time, weekly training sessions, weekly 

interval sessions and average intensity. The latter based on rated perceived exertion (i.e. low [1.0], 

moderate [2.0], high [3.0]) or a 3-zones training intensity model (i.e. 45-80%HRmax [Zone 1], 81-

87%HRmax [Zone 2], 88-100%HRmax [Zone 3]).   

 

Before the experimental days with one or more physical tests participants were asked to prepare, 

both physically and mentally, in the same manner as if they were preparing for a competition. This 

involved no high-intensity/long-duration training the day before the tests and the intake of a proper 

meal minimum 2 h before test start. Furthermore, participants were not allowed to consume coffee 

or other products containing caffeine during the last 3 h before a test, as caffeine can be 

performance enhancing (e.g. Ivy et al., 2009). Immediately after cessation of exercise subjects were 

told to ingest a snack or a small meal rich in carbohydrates, providing 1.2 g carbohydrates-1 x BW-1 

x h-1 (Howarth, Moreau, Phillips, & Gibala, 2009), with a high glycemic index. In case of 

uncertainty participants were provided with examples of optimal recovery meal compositions. 

Additionally, subjects were asked to keep a food log of the meals the first day of testing, in order to 

be able to eat exactly the same the next day with physical tests, making these days as identical as 

possible. 

 

During the four weeks following bloodletting the subjects received 100 mg/day of oral iron tablets 

(Ferro Duretter, Recipharm AB, Årsta, Sweden), whether blood was actually collected or not, in 

order to prevent bias from iron deficiency.  

 

3.2.5 Efficacy of the Blinding Process 

A questionnaire, which was administered after blood withdrawal/simulation, before 

transfusion/simulation and after transfusion/simulation, was used to evaluate the efficacy of the 

blinding process. In the questionnaire the subjects were asked whether or not they believed that they 

were in the transfusion group, as well as how they would describe the perceived exertion when 

doing endurance exercises/tests following the blood withdrawal/simulation and the 

transfusion/simulation compared with before.  
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3.2.6 Ethical Considerations 

The study was approved by the Regional Committee on Health Research Ethics in the Capital 

Region of Denmark (reference nr.: H-2-2014-109) and performed in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki. The handling of blood withdrawal and transfusion by the blood bank at the 

Copenhagen University Hospital ensured the participants’ safety. 

 

Before giving written informed consent to participate in the study, the subjects were provided both 

written and oral information about the nature of the experimental protocol, including the possible 

risks, discomforts and side effects related to ABT, blood sampling and performance tests. 

Additionally, subjects were informed that participation was voluntary, and that they could 

discontinue participation at any time without any penalty.  

 

The purpose of this study was not to encourage dishonesty in sports, but to bring further insight into 

the theme of ABT in the fight against doping.  Since ABT is prohibited by WADA, only nonelite 

athletes were recruited to the study. Participants were obligated to follow WADA rules and other 

rules from relevant sport federations, and to withstand from any competition during the intervention 

and in minimum three months following the last transfusion or simulation, after which return to 

baseline would be expected. Hence, no violation of antidoping rules occurred by the study 

procedures.  

 

3.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical evaluation of the data was performed by the use of both statistical significance and 

clinical significance. Clinically relevant changes in outcomes were identified by using the MD, 

allowing the evaluation if changes were a consequence of the intervention or not. The MDs 

calculated in Part A, the reliability study, were used for the 650-kcal TT and RWAnT (n = 9 and n = 

10, respectively) in the present study, while MD for the VO2peak test was calculated based on results 

from the PLA group in the present study (n = 4), using the same approach as in Part A. Changes in 

outcomes exceeding the respective MD were considered clinically significant/relevant beneficial or 

harmful differences. 

 

The evaluation of 650-kcal TT performance and corresponding average heart rate, RWAnT total 

MP, VO2peak and hematological variables by statistical significance was performed by the use of a 

SPSS MIXED procedure (Cnaan, Laird, & Slasor, 1997). “Intervention”, “Trial” and an interaction 
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between the two were specified as fixed factors, and “Subjects” as a random factor and for 

identification of repeated samples. If significant main effect was observed for either “Intervention” 

or “Trial”, or an interaction between the two was observed, a post hoc analysis for a multiple 

pairwise comparison was performed with the Sidak correction. For evaluation of MP during each of 

the 30-s all-out sprints of the RWAnT, a three factor model was applied using “Intervention”, 

“Trial” and “Sprint number” and interactions between the three as fixed factors, and specification of 

repeated measures for the interaction “Trial” x “Sprint number”. Further characterization of any 

main effects or interactions was performed using the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons. A 

paired sample t-test was applied to examine differences between training load in round 1 and round 

2, while a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser correction, and Sidak 

adjustment for multiple comparisons, was applied to compare the infused Hbmass, the calculated 

total survived infused Hbmass and the change in Hbmass measured by CO-rebreathing from pre- to 

post-transfusion. All statistics were performed in IBM SPSS version 23 statistical software package. 

The level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. Results are presented as mean ± SD.  

 

%CV of the VO2peak test, the CO-rebreathing test and the blood sample parameters were calculated 

by the same procedure as for RWAnT and 650-kcal TT in Part A, using results from the PLA group 

in the present study. The VO2peak %CV was based on the measurements pre- and post-full 

transfusion, while the %CV for the CO-rebreathing test and the blood sample parameters were 

calculated as the average of all blood sample- and Hbmass measurements’ %CV, respectively.  

        

Effectiveness of blinding in each treatment group was evaluated using the Bang blinding index (BI) 

(Bang, Ni, & Davis, 2004) for the data from round 1 (i.e. the mean of the three days where 

questionnaires were handed out in round 1), which was the only round completed by all subjects in 

the study. The Bang BI was calculated as BI1 = P1|1 – P2|1 and BI2 = P2|2 – P1|2 for the ABT and PLA 

group, respectively, where the conditional probability Pj|i = P(guess j|assigned treatment i) for i = 1 (ABT), 2 

(PLA) and j = 1 (ABT), 2 (PLA), resulting in BIABT = PABT|ABT – PPLA|ABT and BIPLA = PPLA|PLA – 

PABT|PLA for the ABT and PLA group, respectively. The variance was calculated using the following 

equation: var(BIi) = {(P1|i (1-P1|i) + P2|i (1-P2|i) + 2P1|iP2|i)}/ni. The 95% confidence intervals (CI) 

were subsequently calculated as BIi ± 2 x √var(BIi). The Bang BI ranges from -1 to 1, where -1 

indicates that all subjects guessed the incorrect treatment, 0 indicates all subjects randomly guessed, 

and 1 indicates that all subjects guessed the correct treatment. If CI included the null value, 

treatment arm blinding was maintained (Bang et al., 2004). Participants’ conjectures about the 
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treatment allocation were compared for the ABT and PLA groups using χ2 in IBM SPSS version 23 

statistical software package. The level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Part A – The Reliability Study 

The work load during the RWAnTs and the periods of active rest were 65 ± 5 N and 5 ± 1 N, 

respectively, which corresponded to 9.4 ± 0.8% and 0.9 ± 0.1% of the subjects body weight. The 

results from the first and second trial of the RWAnT and 650-kcal TT and corresponding reliability 

indices are displayed in Table 1. There were no significant within-subject effects (p < 0.05) of the 

performance outcomes between trials for the RWAnT and 650-kcal TT, nor for the interaction 

between “Trial” and “Sprint number” for the RWAnT. All measures showed %CV of < 4%.   

 
Table 1. RWAnT and 650-kcal TT. 

 
Performance outcomes from the second (Trial 1) and third (Trial 2), as well as corresponding reliability indices, for the RWAnT and 

the 650-kcal TT. Performance outcomes are reported in means ± SD. MP = mean power output, W = Watt, s = seconds, SEM  = 

standard error of the mean, %CV = within-subject coefficient of variation in %, MD = minimal difference to be considered real in 

both absolute and relative values, NS = not significant.  

 

The calculated MD for RWAnT varied between sprints (Table 1). For the total MP from RWAnT a 

change of minimum 21 W, corresponding to 3.8%, needs to occur to be confident, at the 95% level, 

that the change reflects a real change and not a difference that is within the normal variation range 

expected given the measurement error of the RWAnT in this study. The relative MD calculated for 

MP and elapsed time for the 650-kcal TT were almost identical (Table 1).  

Variable	 Trial	1	 Trial	2	 Within-Subject	Effects	 SEM	 %CV	 MD	

RWAnT	 		 		

Trial:	NS	(0.665)																																
Trial	x	Sprint	number:	NS	(0.645)	

		 		
Total	MP	(W)	 545.3	±	88.2	 548.6	±	84.1	 7.6	 1.4	 21	W,	3.8%	

MP	Sprint	1	(W)	 594.2	±	112.0	 586.3	±	106.7	 20.2	 3.4	 56	W,	9.5%	
MP	Sprint	2	(W)	 552.3	±	94.5	 556.9	±	92.4	 11.5	 2.1	 32	W,	5.8%	
MP	Sprint	3	(W)	 527.7	±	77.4	 531.0	±	78.4	 15.8	 3.0	 44	W,	8.3%	
MP	Sprint	4	(W)	 507.0	±	75.1	 520.1	±	66.0	 18.7	 3.6	 52	W,	10.1%	

650-kcal	TT	 		 		 		 		 		
MP	(W)	 237.9	±	54.6	 237.8	±	52.2	 Trial:	NS	(0.917)	 2.2	 0.9	 6	W,	2.6%	
Time	(s)	 2447.3	±	549.3	 2438.4	±	530.6	 Trial:	NS	(0.465)	 24.6	 1.0	 68	s,	2.8%	
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4.2 Part B –The Pilot Study About Autologous Blood Transfusion 

4.2.1 650-kcal Time Trial Performance 

MP during the 650-kcal TT was 197 ± 8 W and 207 ± 7 W for ABT group and 198 ± 28 and 195 ± 

33 for the PLA group pre- and post- microtransfusion, respectively. When expressed in time 

(seconds, s), the corresponding values were 2786.0 ± 153.2 s and 2648.3 ± 119.9 s for the ABT 

group and 2783.8 ± 370.0 s and 2845.3 ± 481.5 s for the PLA group. There was a statistical 

significant interaction between “Trial” and “Intervention” for both power (p = 0.033) and time (p = 

0.045) (Fig. 2A and 2B). Post hoc analysis showed no significant (p > 0.05) simple main effects 

when performance was expressed as MP, while there was a significant difference (p = 0.049) pre- to 

post-microtransfusion for the ABT group when expressing performance as elapsed time (Fig. 2B). 

Average heart rate during the trial was not significantly different (p > 0.05) between intervention 

nor trial.  

 
Fig. 2. 650-kcal TT. Relative changes in time trial performance from pre- to post-microtransfusion measured as mean power output 

(MP) (A) and elapsed time (B). Each symbol represents individual changes, while histograms illustrate changes in group means for 

both the autologous blood transfusion (ABT, n = 4) group (white) and the placebo (PLA, n = 4) group (cross-hatched). The dashed 

lines represent the minimal difference to be considered real (MD). A positive relative change in MP (A) exceeding MD is considered 

a clinically significant, beneficial difference, while for elapsed time (B) a negative relative change exceeding MD is considered a 

clinically significant, beneficial difference. 

*Statistically significant (p < 0.05) interaction between “Trial” and “Intervention”. 

§ Significantly different (p < 0.05) from pre-microtransfusion. 

When evaluating performance outcomes by the use of clinical significance and MD from the 

reliability study (6 W, ± 2.6% and 68.2 s, ± 2.8% for MP and elapsed time, respectively), the 

changes in performance were considered clinically, beneficially relevant for all subjects in the ABT 

group as well as for the ABT group mean for both MP (Fig. 2A) (Δ 10 ± 3 W, 5.1%) and time (Fig. 
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2B) (Δ -137.8 ± 51.8 s, -4.9%). Considering the PLA group, the change in 650-kcal TT performance 

exceeded the MD for three out of four subjects, of which the difference was beneficial for Subject 4 

and harmful for Subject 1 and Subject 3 (Fig. 2 A and 2B).  

 

4.2.2 Repeated Sprint Performance 

Total MP during the RWAnT was unchanged (both p > 0.05; -MD [-3.8%] < MP < +MD [+3.8%]) 

from pre- to post-full transfusion for the ABT (682 ± 56 W and 689 ± 42 W, respectively; Δ 0.9%) 

and for the PLA (663 ± 21 W and 660 ± 24 W, respectively; Δ -0.4%) group.  

 
Fig. 3. RWAnT. Relative changes in mean power output (MP) from pre- to post-full transfusion for each of the four 30-s all-out 

sprints of the Repeated Wingate Anaerobic Test (RWAnT). Each symbol represents individual changes, while histograms illustrate 

changes in group means for both the autologous blood transfusion (ABT, n = 5) group (white) and the placebo (PLA, n = 4) group 

(cross-hatched). The dashed lines represent the minimal difference to be considered real (MD). A positive relative change in MP 

exceeding MD is considered a clinically significant, beneficial difference.  *Statistically significant (p < 0.05) interaction between 

“Intervention” and  “Sprint number”. 

 

Individual and group changes in MP during each of the four 30-s all-out cycling sprints from pre- to 

post-full transfusion are illustrated in Fig. 3. The MP group means for ABT pre- and post full 

transfusion, respectively, were as follows: 759 ± 65 W and 746 ± 53 W during Sprint 1, 704 ± 59 W 

and 709 ± 37 W during Sprint 2, 650 ± 53 W and 665 ± 46 W during Sprint 3, and 617 ± 57 W and 

636 ± 40 W during Sprint 4. Corresponding values pre- and post-full transfusion for the PLA group 

were 714  ± 27 W and 717 ± 26 W during Sprint 1, 673 ± 30 W and 675 ± 23 W during Sprint 2, 

640 ± 24 W and 640 ± 19 W during Sprint 3, and 624 ± 31 W and 626 ± 10 W during Sprint 4. 

None of the Δ group means exceeded the MD (Fig. 3). There was a significant interaction between 
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“Intervention” and “Sprint number” (p = 0.031), indicating a possible effect of the intervention with 

increasing sprint number.  

 

The individual changes in MP showed no continuous pattern in the relationship between subject 

number, the size of Δ MP and sprint number, seen as vertical order of the subjects at each sprint 

(Fig. 3). No individual clinically statistical changes in MP were observed during the sprints, except 

for Sprint 2, where one ABT subject (Subject 5) showed a clinically statistical, beneficial change in 

MP and one (Subject 6) a clinically statistical, harmful change in MP (Fig. 3). 

 

4.2.3 Peak Oxygen Consumption 

The calculated within-subject %CV for the VO2peak test was 2.7%. Individual and group changes in 

VO2peak from pre- to post-full transfusion are illustrated in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. VO2peak. Relative changes for VO2peak expressed as mL/min from pre- to post-microtransfusion. Each symbol represents 

individual changes, while histograms illustrate changes in group means for both the autologous blood transfusion (ABT, n = 5) group 

(white) and the placebo (PLA, n = 4) group (cross-hatched). The dashed lines represent the minimal difference to be considered real 

(MD = 38.8 mL/min, 0.9%). A positive relative change in VO2peak exceeding MD is considered a clinically significant, beneficial 

difference. No statistical significant changes or differences between groups were observed in either condition. 

Mean VO2peak was 4191.0 ± 161.4 mL/min pre-full transfusion and 4447.8 ± 413.5 mL/min post-

full transfusion, and 4311.0 ± 499.9 mL/min pre-full transfusion and 4342.0 ± 476.5 mL/min post-

full transfusion for the ABT and PLA group, respectively. The changes were not statistically 

significant (p > 0.05). The Δ VO2peak for four out of five ABT subjects, as well as the Δ ABT group 

mean exceeded the positive MD. Considering the PLA group, the change in VO2peak exceeded the 
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MD for two out four subjects, of which the difference was beneficial for Subject 3 and harmful for 

Subject 1 (Fig. 4).  

 

The change in workload at fatigue from pre- to post-full transfusion for the ABT and PLA group 

were neither statistically significant (p > 0.05) nor clinically significant (-MD = 25 W, 7.8%  < Δ W 

at VO2peak < +MD = 25 W, 7.8%). However, one subject in the PLA group and four out of five 

subjects in the ABT group showed a clinically significant, beneficial change in workload at fatigue 

from pre- to post-full transfusion (Δ 25 W). The last subject in the ABT group (Subject 6) 

experienced a clinically significant harmful change (Δ - 25 W) from pre- to post-full transfusion.  

 

4.2.4 Hematological Parameters 

Hematological parameters are summarized in Table 2. During the post-withdrawal period, statistical 

significant (p < 0.05) differences were observed between the interventions’ group means blood 

sample values for [Hb], Hct and Ret%, as well as in [Hb] and Hct as a function of time within the 

ABT group (Table 2). Furthermore, the ABT group mean Ret% was significantly elevated pre-

transfusion compared with baseline (54.5%, p = 0.015). 24 h following the full transfusion, [Hb] 

and Hct were significantly elevated compared with pre-transfusion within the ABT group (12.6%, p 

< 0.001 and 11.4%, p = 0.001), while the ABT group mean of Hbmass was significantly elevated 

when measured two days post-full transfusion compared with pre-transfusion (5.1%, p < 0.001) 

(Table 2). There was a significant main effect (F(1.011, 4.046) = 9.103, p = 0.039) of the way 

expressing Δ Hbmass pre- to post-full transfusion, i.e. total amount of infused Hb (68.7 ± 5.9 g), 

calculated total survived infused Hbmass (51.5 ± 4.4 g) or Δ Hbmass measured by CO-rebreathing 

(75.8 ± 18.3), with statistically significant difference between the total amount of infused Hb and 

calculated total survived infused Hbmass (2.05%, p < 0.001), but not between the calculated total 

survived infused Hbmass and  Δ Hbmass measured by CO-rebreathing (32.0%, p = 0.084). The ferritin 

blood concentration (%CV = 18.4%) was stable from baseline and throughout the post-

withdrawal/pre-transfusion period for the PLA group, while for the ABT group there was a 

significant difference between baseline and the last measurement pre-transfusion 168.6 ± 124.1 

µg/L vs. 104.6 ± 92.7 µg/L, p < 0.001).  
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4.2.5 Training Load 

If comparing the first and last part of an intervention period, five out of six subjects reported that 

training load (i.e. training duration, intensity and frequency) was preserved throughout the period. 

One exception was Subject 3, who, due to a training camp in the beginning of round 2 (PLA), 

reported a larger training load in the beginning than the end of the period. There were no 

statistically significant differences in average number of weekly training sessions (t(df) = t-score, p-

value: t(2) = 0.05, p = 0.968) or interval sessions (t(1) = 0.091, p = 0.942), nor average weekly 

training duration (t(2) = 0.092, p = 0.935) or average intensity (t(1) = 1.00, p = 0.500) between 

interventions on a group level for the three subjects completing both first and second intervention 

(both ABT and PLA). When interpreting data within subjects, all variables changed less than 25% 

from the ABT period to the PLA period for Subject 1. For Subject 2, the average weekly number of 

Average group mean blood values from blood samples collected from an antecubital vein at baseline, at day 3 and 14 post-blood withdrawal, in 

the week before transfusion (Day 24, 27 or 28 post-withdrawal), and 2 and 24 h post-micro- and full transfusion.  Hbmass was measured in 

duplicates by the CO-rebreathing method at baseline, day 24, 27 or 28 post-withdrawal, and 2 days post-full transfusion. PLA = placebo, ABT = 

autologous blood transfusion, [Hb] = hemoglobin concentration, Hct = hematocrit, Ret% = reticulocyte percentage, Hbmass = hemoglobin mass. 

Values are means ± SD. 

*Significantly different from PLA (p  < 0.05). 

# Significantly different from baseline (p  < 0.05). 

$ Significantly different from pre-transfusion (Day 24, 27 or 28) (p  < 0.05). 

CO-									
rebreathing

Intervention [Hb]	(mmol/L) Hct	(%) Ret% Hbmass

PLA 9.3	±	0.3 43.5	±	2.4 1.1	±	0.2 825.6	±	79.4

ABT 9.3	±	0.6 43.8	±	1.3 1.1	±	0.4	$ 837.4	±	104.9

PLA 9.5	±	0.5 43.3	±	2.5 1.3	±	0.4

ABT 8.0	±	0.4	*#$ 37.2	±	1.3	*#$ 1.6	±	0.4

PLA 9.2	±	0.5 42.5	±	1.3 1.2	±	0.1

ABT 8.3	±	0.5	*# 38.8	±	1.9	*# 2.3	±	0.9	*

PLA 9.2	±	0.7 41.7	±	3.2 1.1	±	0.0 809.9	±	68.9

ABT 8.7	±	0.4 41.4	±	1.8 1.7	±	0.5	# 804.1	±	83.8

PLA 9.3	±	0.6 42.7	±	0.6 1.3	±	0.3

ABT 8.9	±	0.5 42.6	±	1.5 1.4	±	0.5

PLA 8.8	±	0.4 41.0	±	2.2 1.3	±	0.3

ABT 8.9	±	0.8 41.8	±	2.2 1.6	±	0.5

PLA 8.8	±	0.5 41.3	±	2.1 1.2	±	0.3

ABT 9.4	±	0.6 44.2	±	2.3	* 1.5	±	0.5

PLA 9.3	±	0.6 43.5	±	2.6 1.4	±	0.2

ABT 9.8	±	0.7	$ 45.8	±	1.9	$ 1.5	±	0.4

PLA 825.5	±	69.3

ABT 879.9	±	77.6	#$
3.6 3.3 9.8 0.6

Blood	samples

CV	(%)

Post-full	
transfusion

2	h	

24	h

Day	2

Pre-																										
transfusion

Post-																								
withdrawal

Baseline

Day	3

Day	14

Day	24,	
27	or	28

Post-micro-
transfusion

2	h

24	h

Table 2. Hematology 
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training sessions was more than halved (-51.2%), and the average weekly training duration was 

reduced by 62.3% in the ABT period (his round 2) compared with the PLA period (his round 1). 

Subject 3 increased the average weekly training duration by 85.7%, but decreased the average 

weekly number of interval sessions and the average weekly training intensity (both -50.0%) in the 

PLA period (his round 2) compared with the ABT period (his round 1). 

 

4.2.6 Efficacy of the Blinding Procedure 

Subjects’ guesses about their treatment allocation in the first round of the study are displayed in 

Table 3. The subjects were generally unaware of the treatment they received. The blinding index 

was 0.17 (95% CI: -0.40, 0.74) in the ABT group and -0.33 (95% CI: -1, 0.44) in the PLA group. 

The two proportions of blinding were not significantly different (X2 (1) = 0.117, p = 0.732).  

  
Table 3. Blinding.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

GUESS Q1 Q2 Q3

ABT 3	(75%) 2	(50%) 2	(50%)
PLA 1	(25%) 2	(50%) 2	(50%)

ABT 2	(100%) 1	(50%) 1	(50%)
PLA 0	(0%) 1	(50%) 1	(50%)

PLA	GROUP	(n 	=	2)

ROUND	1

ABT	GROUP	(n 	=	4)

Subjects’ guesses of treatment allocation after blood withdrawal/simulation (Q1), 

before transfusion/simulation (Q2) and after transfusion (Q3) in round 1 for the 

autologous blood transfusion (ABT) group and the placebo (PLA) group. The results 

are displayed as n (%). 
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5. Discussion 

In the present project, it was hypothesized that a microtransfusion of autologous blood (225 mL) 

enhances endurance performance by increasing MP and reducing elapsed time in a 650-kcal TT in 

well-trained, male endurance athletes, and that a transfusion of 675 mL of autologous blood 

improves 4 x 30-s all-out cycling performance, by increasing sprint-MP and MP in total for a 

RWAnT in well-trained, male endurance athletes. The major findings were: (1) the 650-kcal TT 

performance expressed as both MP (5.1 %) and elapsed time (-4.9%) was improved 2 h following 

microtransfusion, and (2) indications of improved sprint-MP with increasing sprint number post-

transfusion compared with pre-transfusion, evident by progressive enlargement of ∆ MP for the 

ABT group, as well as a statistical significant (p = 0.031) interaction between “Intervention” and 

“Sprint number”. 

5.1 Effect of Microtransfusion on Endurance Performance 

The present study is the first to investigate the potential performance enhancing effect of a 

microtransfusion on endurance performance. The findings of significantly increased MP and 

reduced elapsed time during a 650-kcal TT following microtransfusion (Fig. 2) suggest that an ABT 

of 225 mL (1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M) is sufficient to improve endurance performance, at least 

in well-trained, male endurance athletes. This is in consistency with previous studies applying 

comparable ABT protocols to that in the present study, but by the use of transfusion(s) of a more 

traditional amount of blood (≥ 900 mL). 24% increase in performance from pre- to post-transfusion, 

measured as time to failure on a cycle ergometer, has been reported concomitant with a 7% increase 

in VO2max in five moderately trained males after the ABT of 900 mL of blood stored by 

refrigeration for five weeks (Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984). Likewise, the ABT of 1350 mL of blood 

stored by refrigeration for four weeks lead to 2.2% improvement in 15 km cross-country skiing test 

race performance in well-trained cross-country skiing athletes, compared with baseline 

performance. However, these studies evaluated performance using other test protocols than in the 

present study, as well as they either lacked a control group (Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984) or 

compared post-transfusion performance with baseline (Berglund & Hemmingsson, 1987), which, as 

previously mentioned and/or discussed later, complicates both interpretation and comparison with 

the reported findings. As no earlier studies have applied a protocol that is comparable to that in the 

present study for both ABT procedures and the endurance performance tests, no direct comparison 

in performance outcomes can be made. Nevertheless, these studies illustrate the potency of ABT to 
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enhance endurance performance in moderately trained and well-trained males. Enhanced endurance 

performance following ABT can, as mentioned in the introduction, be due to increased arterial O2 

content as a result of hemoconcentration (i.e. increased concentration of RBCs) (Spriet et al., 1986; 

Thomson et al., 1983; Turner et al., 1993) or be due to a higher maximal blood flow to the 

exercising muscle groups as a consequence of a higher total BV, or a combination hereof.  

 

Two hours following microtransfusion, [Hb] and Hct were numerically increased for four out of 

five and three out of five participants, respectively (data not shown), but non-significantly increased 

(2.3% and 1.2%, respectively, p > 0.05) from pre-transfusion values (Table 2). Unfortunately, as 

one of the limitations of the present study, neither Hbmass nor VO2peak were measured following 

microtransfusion. However, the finding of improved maximal aerobic power (13%, 600 mL/min) 

following mild hyperoxia (FiO2 = 30% O2 in N2) in 11 competitive rowers (Nielsen et al., 1998), 

suggests that even small positive change in the Fick’s equation may have an effect on maximal 

aerobic power. Based on earlier studies reporting hematological values, as well as the present study, 

an evidence-based no-intercept model for change in VO2peak for a given change in Hbmass following 

ABT can be developed, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Since the R2 from a no-intercept model cannot be 

interpreted the usual way, the value is not reported. The model is based on seven studies (Buick et 

al., 1980; Ekblom et al., 1976; Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984; Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987; Spriet et al., 

1986; Turner et al., 1993), inclusive the present study, transfusing whole blood or packed RBCs 

corresponding to 800-1350 mL of withdrawn blood. Due to varying level of detail, and the lack of 

measurement of Hbmass and [Hb] of the blood bag in all but one study (i.e. the present study), Hbmass 

is calculated based on the reported BVs (i.e. total BV and the volume of the infusion) and control 

[Hb], even though hemolysis, and hence increased [Hb], occur during storage. Changes in VO2peak 

following full transfusion in the present study will be discussed later (please see 5.2), however, 

worth mentioning in this context, is the fact that the difference (110.0 ± 455.8 mL/min, 2.7 ± 

10.9%) between the measured VO2peak and the one calculated based on the formula (Fig. 5) and the 

infused amount of Hb, was non-significant  (F (1.000, 4.000) = 0.291, p = 0.618) when using a one-

way repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geisser correction. This suggests that the model 

is applicable. However, emphasis should be placed on the fact that none of the including studies 

reported Δ Hbmass below 8%, hence the model should be used with caution, especially for relative 

changes in Hbmass < 8%. Furthermore, based on each plot, it may seem that the enhancing effect on 

VO2peak decreases when a substantial increase in Hbmass is induced, which could indicate a 

detrimental effect of increased blood viscosity on Qmax and consequently VO2peak above a certain, 

critical Hct. However, mammalian studies such as on EPO treated or transgenic mice (Schuler et al., 
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2010) and a case study including an Olympic gold medal winner with autosomal dominant 

erythrocytosis (i.e. increased sensitivity to EPO) (Juvonen, Ikkala, Fyhrquist, & Ruutu, 1991) 

suggest that the Hct may have to exceed 60-70% before being detrimental to performance, which is 

in excess of that reported by the few studies included in the model (Fig. 5). Thus, the mentioned 

trend in the evidence-based model (Fig. 5) is likely to be due to inter-study noise (i.e. random 

error), rather than to a physiological response.  

 

 
Fig. 5.  Evidence-Based Model for Change in VO2peak for a Given Change in Hbmass Following ABT. The model is based on Hbmass 

calculated from the reported BVs (i.e. total BV and the volume of the infusion) and control [Hb] in seven ABT studies (Buick et al., 

1980; Ekblom et al., 1976; Kanstrup & Ekblom, 1984; Sawka, Dennis, et al., 1987; Spriet et al., 1986; Turner et al., 1993), inclusive 

the present study, transfusing whole blood or packed RBCs corresponding to 800-1350 mL of withdrawn blood. According to the 

linear regression, 1% increase in Hbmass can lead to 0.41% improvement in VO2max or VO2peak. R2 is not reported since R2 from a no-

intercept model cannot be interpreted the usual way. 

 

Given that 1% increase in Hbmass can lead to ~0.41% improvement in VO2max or VO2peak (Fig. 5), 

and that the model is applicable for Δ Hbmass < 8%, it is likely that the 225 mL microtransfusion of 

1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M, i.e. 25.1 ± 2.5 g Hb (3.0 %), resulted in improved VO2peak of about 54 

mL (53.8 ± 5.6 mL, 1.3 ± 0.2%) in the present study, which can help explain the observed changes 

in 650-kcal TT performance. However, the model cannot explain the exact mechanism(s) 

responsible for this improvement in VO2peak, as the correlation simply indicates the effect to be 
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expected on VO2peak for a given change in Hbmass. Whether the change is due to the enlarged Hbmass’ 

potential effect on the amount of O2 per liter of blood, to enlarged BV per se, to changes in the 

distribution of BV, or a combination hereof, is not fully understood. In the present study, Hct was 

numerically increased in four out of five subjects 2 h following microtransfusion, i.e. at the time 

point for the evaluation of the 650-kcal TT performance (data not shown), and statistically 

significantly increased for the ABT group from pre- to 24 h post-full transfusion (Table 2). These 

observations indicate that more O2 per liter of blood, at least in part, can explain the improved 

VO2peak following ABT. The potentially contribution from enlarged BV, however, require further 

investigation. Additionally, as peripheral factors such as tissue oxygenation and O2 extraction 

account for ~ 30% of the limitation to whole body VO2max or VO2peak (e.g. Turner et al., 1993), the 

earlier mentioned hypothetical improvement in mass-specific VO2peak through increased muscle 

perfusion and RBC velocity, and reduced inter-RBC spacing following ABT, might contribute to 

the improvement of whole body VO2peak observed in the present study. However, this hypothesis 

needs to be verified in future ABT studies addressing the impact of ABT on the microcirculation. 

 

Conversely, the finding of improved endurance performance following microtransfusion in the 

present study (MP = 5.1%, elapsed time = -4.9%) (Fig. 2) is in contrast to the findings that the ABT 

of 200 mL RBCs diluted in 260 mL saline (i.e. 460 mL in total) (Williams, Lindhjem, & Schuster, 

1978), 500 mL of whole blood or 275 mL of packed RBCs (Williams, Goodwin, Perkins, & Bocrie, 

1973) have no effect on running time to exhaustion in moderately to well-trained men, with the use 

of a double-blinded design without cross-over. As previously mentioned, the failure to observe any 

statistically significant performance gains may be explained by the studies being underpowered 

and/or the detection limits being too high to measure any possible changes. Particular emphasis 

should probably be placed on the studies’ design and hence statistical power, as both studies applied 

an independent groups experimental design. Independent groups design tend to result in a larger 

error term and a lower statistical power than dependent groups design. The reason is that a 

crossover design with dependent groups, as applied in the present study, controls for factors causing 

between-subject variability as the subjects function as their own controls, and thus the design only 

includes within-subjects variability in the error term. Independent groups experimental design, on 

the other hand, can be largely affected by the between-subject variability. The consequence is the 

need for more subjects in studies applying an independent groups experimental design, in order to 

detect a desired effect size.  This might be illustrated by the sample sizes of the ABT (n = 5) and 

PLA (n = 5) groups in both studies by Williams and colleagues (Williams et al., 1973, 1978) 

corresponding to those in the present study (n = 5 and n = 4, respectively), in which it was managed 
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to detect changes in exercise performance following microtransfusion. Further support for this 

theory is the finding of improved performance following ABT compared with baseline when 

ignoring the control group and the possible placebo effect (Williams et al., 1978), which suggests 

the need for a larger sample size in order to detect differences between treatments. 

 

Furthermore, the time points at which performance is determined and the time between blood 

withdrawal and ABT can help explain the discrepancy between our and previous findings, as 

insufficient time to reestablish baseline hematological values, combined with comparison between 

baseline and post-transfusion performance, can result in failure to observe any changes in 

performance. This is likely to have been the case in the study by Williams and colleagues (1973), 

where the effect of an ABT of 500 mL whole blood or 275 mL packed RBCs was evaluated by 

comparing running time to exhaustion at baseline with that measured 24 h post-transfusion, 

following three weeks storage of the blood by refrigeration (Williams et al., 1973). Unfortunately 

no hematological data was reported. The comparison with baseline values might be regarded as a 

scenario reflecting that of real life, where individuals wish to improve performance over their 

normal performance level. In such cases, reestablishment of baseline hematological values is likely 

to be of great importance, particularly if microtransfusions are performed. Even though not 

statistically significant, the Hct was reduced in three out of five ABT subjects and [Hb] and Hbmass 

in four out of five ABT subjects in the present study at pre-transfusion compared with baseline (data 

not shown), following the withdrawal of 900 mL whole blood. Likewise, when using Hbmass as a 

direct marker of hematologic recovery, a marker which unlike [Hb] and Hct is not affected by 

fluctuations in plasma volume, 36 ± 11 days (range, 20-59 days) is required to return to the baseline 

level following the donation of 550 mL whole blood in 29 healthy, male volunteers (Pottgiesser et 

al., 2008). Together these points suggest that four weeks of storage, which, dependent on the 

storage solution, is the maximal shelf life when blood is stored by refrigeration, is insufficient if 

baseline hematological values are to be reestablished following the withdrawal of both 550 mL and 

900 mL whole blood in healthy males. Hence, if wishing to compare the individuals’ normal 

performance level (i.e. baseline performance) with post-transfusion performance, storage by the 

glycerol freezing technique until hematologic recovery is achieved is likely to be a requirement, as 

was done in the study by Buick and coworkers (Buick et al., 1980). 

 

If, on the contrary, the aim of the study is to examine a potential, acute, performance enhancing 

effect of ABT per se, by applying the refrigeration storage technique, which is believed to be the 

most widespread method used by ABT dopers, the comparison between pre- and post-transfusion 
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performance is likely to be preferable. This approach was applied in the present study, and it can be 

speculated that Williams and colleagues (1973) would have observed improved performance if 

applying a similar protocol, as it eliminates the possible hampering effect of non-reestablished 

baseline hematological values. For example, the reduction in blood ferritin concentration from 

baseline to pre-transfusion in the ABT group in the present study allows for the speculation that 

RBC- and Hbmass could have been restored to a greater degree by the time of transfusion if assuring 

correct administration of the provided oral iron, as iron is required for synthesis of the iron 

containing protein Hb. However, it is reasonable to believe that it would not affect the performance 

outcomes in the present study, as post-transfusion performance was compared with pre-transfusion 

rather than baseline, and since oral iron supplementation has been reported to have no benefit to net 

RBC production following preoperative ≤ 1500 mL autologous blood donation in non-iron-deficient 

subjects (Weisbach et al., 1999). Likewise, the number of blood samples drawn throughout the 

intervention period in the present study could have been questioned if comparing post-transfusion 

performance with baseline performance. A total of 78.3 mL of blood was drawn for evaluation of 

hematological parameters and measurement of Hbmass, of which 24.7 mL was drawn in the four-

week pre-transfusion period. Even though this might be regarded as a small volume of blood, it 

represents 1/5 of the microtransfusion volume, and hence could have reduced the possibility of 

reaching or exceeding baseline BV by microtransfusion. Thus, its possible affect on the endurance 

performance evaluation following a microtransfusion four weeks post-withdrawal should not be 

neglected. However, the use of pre-/post-transfusion comparison in the present study controls for 

this potential limitation.  

 

Conversely, it can be speculated that the current protocol resulted in a larger relative effect of 

microtransfusion than would have occurred if baseline hematological values were reestablished, 

since a moderately depressed BV pre-transfusion is likely to result in a greater relative effect than 

would a larger initial BV. BV can be calculated based on Hbmass, Hct and [Hb] (Pottgiesser et al., 

2008), however, since the hydration status and the time of day for evaluation of these parameters 

were not standardized, BV was not calculated in the present study. Nevertheless, the findings of 

unchanged BV after withdrawal of 450 mL of whole blood weekly for three weeks (Mørkeberg et 

al., 2008), normalized BV three weeks after the withdrawal of 550 mL of whole blood (Pottgiesser 

et al., 2008), and significantly depressed BV until three weeks post-withdrawal of 1350 mL 

(Mørkeberg et al., 2008), suggest the presence of normal BV at the time of transfusion in the 

present study. Thus, a larger relative effect due to a depressed pre-transfusion BV is believed to not 

have occurred. 
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Furthermore, the time point following ABT at which performance was determined in the present 

study can be questioned. The 650-kcal TT performance was evaluated approximately 2 h post-

microtransfusion, before the time point where the intracellular environment of the RBCs is expected 

to be reestablished (Valeri & Hirsch, 1969) and non-functioning transfused RBCs are destroyed (i.e. 

75% survival is required to license RBC products) (Luten et al., 2008). For example, the 

intracellular concentration of 2.3-DPG, which is important for the Hb-O2 affinity, is found to be 

reestablished 24 h post-transfusion in transfused RBCs (Valeri & Hirsch, 1969). The tissue 

oxygenation is thus believed to be non-optimal until this time point. Hence, it can be speculated 

whether larger changes in performance would have been observed in the present study if testing at 

least 24 h following microtransfusion.   

 

Conversely, it should be stressed that the findings of improved endurance performance in the 

present study and the discrepancy between the present and earlier findings about the performance 

enhancing effect of ABT of ≤ 400 mL, are due to unsuccessful blinding in the present study. 

Knowledge about the treatment allocation can affect the subjects’ psychological and physiological 

responses to the intervention (Benedetti et al., 2007). Subjects knowing that they are in the ABT 

group might harbour favourable expectations. Likewise, subjects in the PLA group can potentially 

be positively influenced by the “placebo effect” (Benedetti et al., 2007) when believing that they are 

in the ABT group when they are not. The latter might explain the clinical significant improvement 

in 650-kcal TT performance (Fig. 2) but not VO2peak (Fig. 4) for Subject 4 in the PLA group, given 

a smaller psychological component in the short VO2peak test compared with the longer 650-kcal TT, 

as questionnaires revealed him being convinced about having received blood (data not shown). On 

the contrary, the performance of the subjects believing that they are in the PLA group might be 

hampered by a “nocebo effect”, due to low expectations and demotivation (Benedetti et al., 2007). 

However, evaluation of the blinding process for both treatment arms in round 1 suggests successful 

blinding in the present study. In the ABT group 17 % (95% CI: -0.40, 0.74) correctly guessed their 

treatment allocation beyond chance, whereas 33% (95% CI: -1, 0.44) of the PLA group made 

incorrect guesses. Additionally, all subjects were blinded for workload (except for Subject 1), heart 

rate, and elapsed time, which is expected to limit the effect of the eager to perform better in the next 

trial, as Williams and colleagues reported that subjects generally tried to improve their previous best 

time when given time splits at the 0.25- and 0.5-mile points, during a 5-mile time trial (~ 8 km) on 

treadmill (Williams et al., 1981).  
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Moreover, in an intervention study over a long period of time like that in the present study, seasonal 

variation in training load (i.e. training duration, intensity and frequency) may occur, and a potential 

training effect cannot be fully excluded. However, the pre- and post-testing were conducted over a 

short period of time (i.e. approximately one week), allowing limited training-induced changes in 

performance. Furthermore, five out of six subjects reported that training load was preserved 

throughout an intervention period. Likewise, no statistically significant differences were observed 

in the group mean training load variables (i.e. training duration, intensity and frequency) from 

round 1 to round 2 for the three subjects completing the crossover. Nevertheless, changes of more 

than ± ≥ 50% in one or more of the training load variables were observed in two of three subjects, 

resulting in decreased and increased training load for Subject 2 and Subject 3, respectively, in round 

2. As few weeks of exercise training has the potential increase VO2peak and Qmax in untrained to 

trained males, and bed rest the opposite (Saltin et al., 1968), such alterations in the training program 

might induce changes in physical capacity and performance, even in well-trained athletes. However, 

if comparing screening VO2peak in round 1 with baseline VO2peak in round 2 by a paired t-test, a non-

significant (t(2) = 2.432, p = 0.136) reduction (-5.8%) from round 1 (4366.8 ± 319.5 mL/min)  to 

round 2 (4112.8 ± 144.2 mL/min) was observed. Likewise, a paired t-test revealed a non-significant 

(t(1) = 7.793, p = 0.081) 0.7% decrement in baseline Hbmass from round 1 (783.3 ± 117.2 g)  to 

round 2 (778.1 ± 62.3 g), being a ~5% increment or reduction in Hbmass for Subject 1 and 2, 

respectively, which is in agreement with the finding that Hbmass vary little during a training year in 

endurance trained athletes (Prommer, Sottas, Schoch, Schumacher, & Schmidt, 2008). Given that 

individuals with an initial VO2peak between 50 and 65 mL/kg/min have the greatest response to 

ABT, as implied by a meta-analysis (Sawka, Young, Muza, Gonzalez, & Pandolf, 1987) of four 

ABT studies, the non-significant change in initial VO2peak from round 1 to round 2 is likely to be of 

little importance, as the initial relative VO2peak was in this range for all subjects in both rounds, 

except for Subject 2 in round 1 (66.5 mL/min/kg). Additionally, as comparison of performance 

between groups, and hence performance changes over an extended period of time, was done by 

means of relative delta values, the potential influence of changes in training load from one 

intervention round to another is minimized. Nevertheless, since little knowledge exist regarding the 

long-time effects of ABT, a potential carry-over effect from ABT to PLA cannot be ignored for the 

two subjects completing the cross-over in this order (Brien & Simon, 1987). 

Taken together it seems reasonable to believe that the improved 650-kcal TT performance observed 

following microtransfusion was not a false positive change in endurance performance, but an actual 

change that can be attributed mainly to the ABT rather than being an effect of e.g. altered training 
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and/or unsuccessful blinding.  

 

5.2 Impact of Autologous Blood Transfusion on Repeated Anaerobic Wingate Test 
Performance 

The present study is the first to examine the impact of ABT on RWAnT performance. In contrast to 

the study hypothesis, total MP for a RWAnT was similar before and after the full transfusion of 675 

mL (1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M). On the contrary, there were indications of improved sprint-MP 

with increasing sprint number post-transfusion compared with pre-transfusion, evident by 

progressive enlargement of ∆ MP for the ABT group, as well as a statistical significant (p = 0.031) 

interaction between “Intervention” and “Sprint number”. Nevertheless, there were no simple main 

effects or differences exceeding MD (Fig. 3). However, although only numerically, the performance 

of the two last sprints of a 4 x 30-s all-out cycling test tended to be enhanced by full transfusion in 

four out of five and three out of five ABT subjects, respectively, with ABT group mean changes of 

2.3% (p = 0.239 [-41.015, 10.635]) and 3.1% (p = 0.149 [-44.945, 6.705]), respectively. 

 

As no known previous studies have examined the effect of ABT on the capacity to perform a single 

or repeated short bursts of maximal or supramaximal exercise, evaluation of the results in the 

present study has to be made in comparison with studies applying other blood manipulating 

methods. The finding of unchanged total MP for a RWAnT in the present study reflects the 

observed progressive improvement in ∆ ABT group mean sprint-MP in two out of four sprints, 

evident by the statistical significant interaction between “Intervention” and “Sprint number”. The 

unchanged performance of sprint 1-MP is in line with the finding of unaltered MP of a single 30-s 

all-out cycle test in highly trained endurance athletes immediately after a four-week normobaric 

LHTL double-blind, placebo-controlled protocol (Nordsborg et al., 2012), suggesting no effect of 

either ABT or LHTL on performance of a single 30-s all-out test. The finding of improved sprint-

MP with increasing sprint number in the present study suggests that the effect of hemoconcentration 

on brief, intense exercise only is evident when sprints are repeated, and allows for speculation if 

similar trends would have been observed if conducting a RWAnT immediately after LHTL. In 

support of this notion, the performance in a ride to exhaustion post-10 min a 4-min all-out cycle test 

was enhanced by 40% by the intervention group compared with the clamp group (i.e. in which any 

Hbmass increases during LHTL were hindered by weekly blood letting) following LHTL of 26 nights 

(i.e. 16.3 ± 0.7 h/day) at 3000 m simulated altitude (Garvican et al., 2011). Even though the 11 
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subjects completing the study were highly trained female, and not male, cyclists, and, as mentioned 

earlier, altitude exposure seems to be less potent than ABT, this finding suggests a contribution of 

increased Hbmass to improved recovery rates between high-intensity efforts (Garvican et al., 2011).  

 

Enhanced RWAnT performance following ABT can, as mentioned in the introduction, be partly due 

improved extracellular pH defence against lactic acidosis through increased amount of the Hb, AE1, 

carbonic anhydrase (Juel et al., 2003; Swietach et al., 2010) and MCT1 (Juel et al., 2003). 

Enhancement of the extracellular buffer capacity through sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) ingestion 

has been reported to enhance the performance in repeated sprint tests consisting of 5 x 6-s all-out 

cycle sprints every 30 s (Bishop, Edge, Davis, & Goodman, 2004) and 5 x 60-s all-out cycle bouts 

separated by 1-min rest (Costill, Verstappen, Kuipers, Janssen, & Fink, 1984), which suggest that 

the performance of repeated, supramaximal exercises can be enhanced through interventions which 

increase the H+ efflux from the muscle (Bishop et al., 2004; Costill et al., 1984). As increased Ret% 

has been tightly coupled to changes in RBC membrane densities of AE1 and MCT1 proteins 

(Rentsch et al., 2006), the formation of new RBCs following blood withdrawal can theoretically 

have contributed to enhance the blood’s buffer capacity in the present study. However, the ABT 

group mean Ret% was almost unchanged compared to pre-transfusion values (Table 2). Conversely, 

Hbmass was significantly increased (9.4%) in the ABT group from pre- to post-full transfusion 

(Table 2), which might have resulted in both increased buffer capacity and increased maximal 

aerobic power. Noteworthy in this context, is the suspicious observation that the measured Hbmass 

was numerically greater than the total amount of infused Hb and the calculated amount of surviving 

Hb (i.e. the functional increase in Hbmass) in four out of five ABT subjects. Although, in order to 

minimize likely sources of measurement error, all CO-rebreathing tests were performed by the same 

operator checking for potential gas leaks in the system, and five replicate measures of %HbCO were 

performed, the difference is likely to be due to an overestimation of Hbmass due to measurement 

error (e.g. inaccurate estimation of myoglobin-bound CO and the site of blood sampling) (Chada & 

Bruce, 2012).  

 

Unfortunately, as one limitation to the present study, no biopsies or blood samples were obtained 

during the RWAnT since additional invasive experiments would likely have complicated the 

application for ethical approval and the recruitment of subjects. Hence, the exact mechanism(s) 

responsible for the potentially increased blood buffer capacity following ABT require further 

investigation. However, [La] in blood and muscle are found to increase progressively during a 4 x 

30-s all-out air-braked cycle test in six moderately trained males (Hargreaves et al., 1998), and a 
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non-linear muscle La accumulation has been observed during a 2 x 30-s all-out cycle test in eight  

males at a work load corresponding to 0.075 x kg BW (Bogdanis et al., 1996) and 3 x 30-s all-out 

isokinetic cycling at 100 rpm in eight healthy, recreationally active subjects (7 men, 1 woman)  

(Spriet, Lindinger, McKelvie, Heigenhauser, & Jones, 1989) separated by 4-min passive recovery 

(Fig. 6). 

  
Fig. 6. Changes in Muscle [La] (mmol/kg dry muscle) During RWAnTs. Data adapted from Bogdanis and colleagues (1996) (circles) 

and Spriet and coworkers (1989) (squares) (Bogdanis et al., 1996; Spriet et al., 1989). * Significantly different (p < 0.05) from 

Baseline; § Significantly different (p < 0.05) from Sprint 1; # Significantly different (p < 0.05) from Recovery 1; ‡ Significantly 

different (p < 0.05) from Recovery 2. 

Even though differences exist in resistance, sprint times, recovery durations and modality, number 

of sprints and study population between the abovementioned studies and in comparison with the 

present study, these findings indicate that the potential improvement in blood buffer capacity 

following ABT would likely have greatest impact on the recovery from sprint 1, and thus on the 

performance of sprint 2. In support of this notion, the proportion of aerobic ATP-provision increase 

progressively as sprints are repeated (Lopez et al., 2014). Furthermore, it should be kept in mind 

that RBCs’ share on the body’s total buffer capacity is small. Hence, the improved CaO2, as a result 

of enlarged Hbmass and/or a higher maximal blood flow to the exercising muscle groups as a 

consequence of a higher total BV, both visible by increased VO2peak, are likely to be the major 

contributor to the increased sprint-MP of the last sprints in the present study, i.e. by enhancing 

muscle reoxygenation (McGawley & Bishop, 2015) and accelerating PCr replenishment between 

sprints (Bogdanis et al., 1996), as well as increasing the aerobic energy provision during sprints 

(Bogdanis et al., 1996; McGawley & Bishop, 2015). In the present study, the transfusion of 675 mL 

autologous blood (1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M) resulted in clinically significant beneficially 
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betterment in VO2peak for four out of five ABT subjects, and the ABT group as a whole (256.8 

mL/min, 6.1%) (Fig. 4). Excluding the subject who showed a clinically significant, beneficial 

change in VO2peak when in the PLA group, and a clinically significant, harmful change in VO2peak 

when in the ABT group (Subject 3) from the data set, resulted in a negative group mean with a 

clinically significant harmful effect for the PLA group (Δ -0.9%) and increased the Δ group mean 

for the ABT group (Δ 8.3%), but did not change the statistical evaluation by the mixed model 

analysis. Noteworthy in this context, is the 26.2% improvement in VO2peak for Subject 1 (Fig. 4), 

which given that 1% increase in Hbmass results in 0.41% improvement in VO2peak, corresponds to the 

infusion of 440.9 g Hb, 85% more than the actual infusion of 65.8 g Hb. This is rather unlikely, 

especially taking into account the increase in workload at fatigue of only 25 W. Analysis of the 

FiO2 and VE revealed hyperventilation at the time point where VO2peak was reached. However, the 

VO2 25 s before, when breathing with a more normal frequency, was still 23.9% higher than the 

VO2peak measured pre-transfusion. Even though the open-circuit gas analysis system was tested for 

its correctness by the same investigator prior to each test, the discrepancy raises the question 

whether the VO2peak measured pre-transfusion was the real VO2peak, or a too low measurement, 

and/or if the post-transfusion measurement was a too high measurement. Nevertheless, if excluding 

Subject 1’s VO2peak data from the database, the ABT group mean difference (59.2 mL/min, 1.4%) is 

still considered a clinically statistically beneficial change (± MD = 0.9%).   

 

When more than one 30-s all-out sprint is performed, a pacing strategy might be an issue, and hence 

the measured performance might give a misleading picture of the actual change in performance. 

However, comparison of the absolute (759 ± 65 W) and relative (~9.9 W/kg) sprint 1-MP at pre-

transfusion in the present study with the absolute (660 W) and relative (~9.6 W/kg) MP of a 30-s 

all-out sprint in well-trained endurance athletes (Nordsborg et al., 2012), indicates that the use of a 

pacing strategy did not occur in the present study. As the subjects in both studies were well-trained 

endurance athletes, the somewhat higher MP in absolute and relative values achieved during the 

first sprint in the present study may be explained by a higher breaking resistance (0.1 x kg BW) in 

the present study than applied by Nordsborg and coworkers (Nordsborg et al., 2012). However, 

caution should be taken when comparing studies using different bikes and power estimations. For 

example, the correction for flywheel inertia in some studies, such as the present study, but not in 

others (e.g. Nordsborg et al., 2012) may result in discrepancy in the observed power output 

(Coleman & Hale, 1998), likely with the largest effect on the observed peak power. Thus, it may be 

criticised that Subject 1 did not use the same bike in round 1 and 2, and that the bikes used differed 
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between Part A and Part B, however, these protocol changes were necessary due to technical 

problems.  

 

As discussed previously, the effect of training on the results in the present study is likely to be 

minimal, at least for the evaluation of VO2peak and Hbmass. However, as the RWAnT was a relatively 

new exercise experience for the participants, a contribution from a training- and/or learning effect to 

the improved performance cannot fully be excluded, even though participants were familiarized to 

all experimental tests.  

 

5.3 Reliability and Data Interpretation 

In the present master project a reliability study, Part A, was conducted prior to the pilot study about 

ABT, Part B, as a high level of standardization and reliability of measures are crucial if existence of 

possibly small changes in outcomes are to be detected, such as the changes which were believed to 

follow the microtransfusion. From an anti-doping perspective, the lack of a statistical significant 

difference following a treatment may be of limited value if a proportion of the sample size 

experiences an ergogenic effect of the substance or method in question, and thereby has an 

advantage compared with the competitors. Hence, results in Part B were evaluated by a combination 

of statistical significance and clinical significance. Emphasis should be placed on the fact that a 

small group of subjects (Tot.: n = 6, PLA:  n = 4, ABT n = 5) was included  in the present pilot 

project with a limited data collection period, thus care should be taken when interpreting the results. 

With a low sample size, the risk might be to detect an effect that is not present. Contrary, even 

though increasing the power of the study, a consequence of enlarged study population might be a 

non-significant change in outcomes, and failure to detect an effect that is present among a 

proportion of the study population. Nevertheless, future studies replicating the results in the present 

study, possibly with a larger sample size, are required in order to make more firm conclusions of the 

effect of an autologous microtransfusion on 650-kcal TT performance and a conventional ABT on 

the RWAnT performance. 

 

It should be stressed that the MD was calculated from the SEM, which is an estimate. The MD is a 

95% CI of this estimate and thus a minimal difference that is within what might be reasonably 

expected given the measurement error of the experimental test in question (Weir, 2005). 

Furthermore, one might critizise the use of other bikes, which estimated power differently, than the 

bikes used in Part B, and the use of MD based on a random, non-blinded population (i.e. both 
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genders, with varying traning status and age) to evaluate the performance outcomes of the 650-kcal 

TT and RWAnT in the group of well-trained, male endurance athletes: The use of different bikes 

might result in different outcomes, and the day-to-day variability, and hence MSE of which SEM 

and MD were estimated from, is expected to be higher in less trained individuals compared with 

well-trained endurance ahtletes asked to maintained the training volume. In support of this notion, 

the changes in group mean performance for the PLA group did not exceed the MD in any occasion. 

However, all measures for the 650-kcal TT and RWAnT in Part A showed %CV of less than 4% 

(Table 1).  

 

Additionally, it might be criticised that changes were made in the applied protocol, both from Part 

A to Part B, and within Part B. However, these changes and improvements, such as inclusion of 

blinding to elapsed time and workload, were a consequence of the present study being a pilot 

project.    
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6. Conclusion and Perspectives 

In conclusion, to the author’s knowledge this is the first study ever evaluating the potential 

performance enhancing effect of a microtransfusion on endurance performance and that of a 

transfusion of a conventional volume on repeated, high intensity performance. Within the 

limitations of this investigation, it appears that a microtransfusion of 225 mL of autologous blood 

(1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M) enhances endurance performance measured as both MP and elapsed 

time of a 650-kcal TT, and that the transfusion of a total of 675 mL (1.06 g RBCs per mL SAG-M) 

of autologous blood can result in improved RWAnT performance, at least in well-trained, male 

endurance athletes.  

The results of the current study call for further research towards the effect of micro- and 

conventional autologous blood transfusions on endurance and repeated sprint performance, 

including invasive studies examining the underlying mechanism(s), such as the potential 

contribution of increased buffer capacity, BV, blood flow, microcirculatory RBC spacing and -

velocity. The indications of improved RWAnT performance following ABT suggest that athletes in 

more anaerobic and intermittent sports also can experience improved performance if abusing such 

blood manipulations, and, if so, that anti-doping authorities should consider introducing testing 

strategies for ABT in such sport types.  However, since only hypothetical, this hypothesis needs to 

be verified in future ABT studies.  

Additionally, the study highlights the importance of a high level of measurement standardization, 

particularly when possible small changes are to be measured. For future research, a reliability study 

with an identical population as in the transfusion study is highly recommended, as well as the 

interpretation of data with a combination of statistical and clinical signicicance. It should be kept in 

mind that actual, in-field athletic performance might be influenced by a variety of variables not 

present in a laboratory setting, hence results from a laboratory test cannot always be generalized to 

that in-field. Furthermore, emphasis should be placed on the fact that the subjects in the present 

study were not elite athletes. To validate the present findings in elite athletes, it will be required to 

overcome the challenges that little knowledge exists regarding the long-time effects of ABT, and 

that blood manipulation violates the WADA rules, which both complicate ABT research within elite 

athletes. Thus, the use of nonelite, well-trained endurance athletes as subjects is regarded as the 

most ethical correct solution at the present time. Hence, the results of the present study provide new 
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insight into the performance enhancing effects of ABT, and will potentially help anti-doping 

authorities in planning intelligent testing. 
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